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ONE PRICE 

JOEL SWOPE & BRO. 
No. 311 North Fourth Street, 

ST. LOUIS, MO. 

THE LARGEST RETAIL SHOE HOUSE 
--IN--

-.:---A1YJ:ER:ICA.---J 

Satisfaction Guaranteed or :Money Refunded. 
Special Attention given to Orders outside of the City. 

· Illustrated Catal.ogue sent FREE on Application. 

BRIGGS PIANOS. 

The BRIGGS PIANOS are manufactured in the most 
thorough nz,anner, and are offered at .,(l.B LOW PBICES as 
will ensure a really good instrument. .. ·i 

· All our Pianos are fully warranted .J: /f. Five .Years. 

C. C. BRIGGS & CO. 
Warerooms and Factory: 

BOSTON. 

NEW ENGLAND PIANOS 

Are Noted for their Fine Tone 

and Superior Finish 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE TO 

NEW ENGLAND PIANO CO. 
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THE DIFFERENCE 
Merchant tailors take men individually 

and in their limited capacity, measure them, 
show them a few samples, ask a deposit on 
the transaction to secure themselves, at the 
same time offering no security to the custo
mer, and finally deliver goods when they 
get ready. 

We also make garments to order, but we 
11ize up mankind in one gigantic bulk. We 
know our clients well; we study their pecu
liarities, their size and their idiosyncrasies, 
and 

WE NEVER GIVE A MISFIT. 
When we take our order at the commence
ment of the sea5on to clothe the male com
munity we buy enough material to clothe a 
whole county, and we make it up in the 
most approved fashion, so that when our 
customers come to us for their outfits they 
get custom-made apparel ready for imme
diate wear . 

ANY WEll- BALANCED MIND 
can grasp the fact immediately that by 
coming to us direct an immense saving of 
money is gained-and just as good a result 

.effected as by patronizing high-priced mer 
chant tailors. 

F. W. HUMPHREY & CO., 
N. E. Cor. Broadway and Pine. 



Vol. XI. 

EXECUTANTS AND EDITORS. 

''Clear your mind of cant, Sir."-Johnson to Boswell. 

INCE the advent of Kant's critical phil
osophy, says Edward Dannreu ther in the 
Art Journal, men have become cautious in 
dealing in abstract notions. The wish to 
see things as they really are, the desire 
for precise and detailed knowledge hat; in
creased greatly. Scientific thinkers are 
agreed that to understand, any phenome-

nom truly it is necessary to dissect it, examine the 
component parts minutely, and then build up the 
conception of it anew. And this modern tend
ency toward an enlightened criticism has borne 
good fruit in the field of music. 
. From this point of view, then, I hope the follow
mg fragments may appear tolerably consistent, and 
may tend to throw some little light upon a few 
questions debated of late, as to whether or not cer
tain novel readings, arrangements, editions, are to 
be recognized as authoritative. 

It is a matter of daily experience that the obser
vatiOns of average minds not specially trained to 
observe, prove worthless; they act like convex mir
rors, transforming, or rather malforming, whatever 
passes through them. And in the presence of this 
fact it seems evident that no candid musician can 
refrain from doubting the calibre of the greater 
part of whatever is dished up to him as "oral tradi
tion." Such tradition, as a rulehbas no practical 
value wbatAver; and anyone w o has met with 
half a dozen soi-disant pupils of Chopin, and heard 
them play bits of his compositions, will, I am sure, 
"subscribe to my advice." 

Take the works of Beethoven; many of his later 
and most original productions were not performed 
at all under his supervision; others agam he pre
sented to the public with one rehearsal I And these 
works were at the time absolutely new in thought 
and expression, and of almost insuperable tech
n~cal difficulty. Directly after his decease, the 
plano-forte players who bad come into immediate 
contact witli the master quarreled about the tempi 
and the proper expression of his sonatas; and one 
of the most eminent am on~ them, lVloscheles, goes 
to the len~th of differing w1 th himself; for in his 
second edition of the Sonatas, published in 8tutt
ga;rt, his indications ~reA in many respects, diame
tncally opposed to h1s nrst-many years earlier-
London edition. ~ 

It has, therefore, become the duty of all musici
ans who are not content with blindly following the 
blind, to construct for themselves a correct and 
consistent style for the rendering of Beethoven, 
Weber, Schubert, Chopin, etc., much as Mendels
sohn reconceived Bach's "Passion Music," and 
Liszt, von Biilow and Joachim, Bach's instrumental 
solos. It has, moreover, become their duty to con
struct such a style, not only for some immediate 
practical purpose, but also to record it with all 
detailed accuracy for future use. For music ought 
to appeal, and in truth does appeal, quite as much 
to our immediate sensuous perception as to our 
imagination; and in accordance with this, the best 
Hying executants and editors, chiefly pianists
Liszt, Henselt, von Biilow, Klindworth-are striv
ing with all their might to leave nothing unsaid or 
undone which may help to transplant the works 
they are interpetiJ?.g from .a more or less vague 
reg1on of abstraction and mcomplete suggestion 
t? the clear light of the hearer's sensuous percep~ 
tion. 

Take Seba~tian .Bach's wo~ks. He habitually 
~eglected to gtve hmts concernmg tempo, phrasing, 
hght and shade, etc.; even the actual pitch in 
which certain of his earlier works are to be played 
is open to doubt, and can only be got at by a com-
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plica ted process of comparison between the amount 
of transposition in the notation of some of the 
wind instruments, the pitch of whieh is known 
and the pitch of the organs he wrote for most of 
whic~?- are still extant; and which, by the way, 
were m some easel!! tuned a full third above the 
usual'' chamber pitch." 

It is easy to conceive the mental position Sebas
tian Bach must have taken up if he troubled him
self at all about the notation of nuances of expres
sion. He h.ad a cir.c~e of ~rtic~ed pupils who could 
uot help bemg fam1llar With h1s mode of execution. 
The amateur element in his time was very small · 
only people with means and leisure could afford t~ 
take up music for a recreation. There was little or 
no social influence to be gained with true musical 
attainment, certamly no monetary success. And 
so no one dreamt of encountering the difficulties of 
the art unless propelled by genuine love for it 
which, as a rule, implied some degree of talent: 
Th.us amateur and professiona~ were virtually in 
umson ; and Bach may have sa1d to himself "He 
who, after having he~rd .mys~lf or my dis~iples 
play some of my musiC, IS sull puzzled with its 
peculiar spirit, had better leave it alone altogether." 

Then, again, it must be borne in mind that before 
Beethoven, musical productions, no matter of 
what dimensions or how elaborate, were usually 
written for some particular occasion when the 
master was personally present, and by voice and 
look could animate everything. The monumental 
character, duly and truly ascribed to many other 
works by nineteenth century criticism, would 
probably have astonished their originators. 

And we must not lose sight of the fact that the 
range of craftsmanship in Bach's time was clearly 
deti.~ed, and always kept within manageable limits. 
I! or mstance, he could afford to trust to his execu
tants, being fully master of the art of accompany
ing from a figured bass. But in Haydn and Mozart's 
time, when music advanced with such large strides 
in the direction of personal sentiment, when the 
influence of the stage was felt on all sides, when 
the technique for the expression of sentiment was 
enlarged day by day, the crafteman's art of 
thorough base was gradually superseded. Musical 
shorthand proved less reliable, tradition lost what
ever of precision it may have had, and composers 
were compelled to take a little more care to note 
the evanescent details of expression, and to write 
out their scores more completely. If in many cases 
Haydn and Mozart were content to abide by the 
customary absence of dynamicalinflections-ifthey 
continued to trust with more than naive confidence 
in the sagacity of e.xecutants-if they neglected to 
take account of the humiliating fact that an indi
vidual of a later generation, no matter how gifted, 
is necessarily in a different emotional atmosphere, 
and therefore cannot be expected to comprehend 
.at once and intuitively that which is probably un
congenial both to his individuality and to his train
ing, these works have hitherto suffered in propor
tion to their negligence. Would it not have been 
infinitely better if Haydn and Mozart especially 
the latter, had taken the trouble to indicate their 
intentions more minutely? 

But if Bach's works, or even Beethoven's are in 
some sense riddles difficult of solution, our per
plexity is increased tenfold, when we come to deal 
with works wherein the composer has vouchsafed 
no direction whatever as to execution, and where 
sug~estive contemporary comments are not forth
commg. 

Take any work by Palestrina. There is no indi
cation of tempo or sentiment; the actual pitch is 
left to the discrimination of the singers; chromatic 
inflections are not indicated (though doubtless no 
~on tem po.rary craf~sman hesitated as to their proper 
mtroductwn). Is 1t ~ot a matter of serious regret, 

No.1. 

that a clear method of dynamical notation was not 
then thought of? 

Experiments have for some time been made at 
Berlin, llegensburg, Munich and elsewhere, with a 
view to reconstruct the proper method of render
ing Palestrina; but I know not whether any defi
nite result has attended them. I am aware that 
a claim to the pure tradition of the true style for 
singing Palestrina is put forward by the members 
of the Papal choir at Rome; and though such a 
thing is prima facie not improbable, I still venture 
to doubt its authenticitv-as much as that of the 
authenticity of the emb"ellimenti introduced by the 
Papal singers into Allegri's "Miserere" which 
Mendelssohn quotes, in a letter to Zeiter, is doubted 
by him. By the way, does Mozart's copy of these 
embellishments tally with Mendelssohn's? 
It is true that tradition formerly stood a better 

chance of remaining untarnished than it does now. 
Up to about the middle of the eighteenth century, 
when Mozart began his European pilgrimage, tra
dition was confined -within narrow limits. The 
physical boundaries, wherein any particular style 
of execution was cultivated, were not national; 
they were rather limited to particular counties, 
and even towns. And certainly as long as a crafts
man worked under the pressure of the laws and 
beliefs of a particular guild only, and was nowise 
touched by those of other guilds, tradition flour
ished; but even here it must be admitted that from 
generation to generation one continually meets 
with the old complaints about the degeneration 
of craft, and the decay of art. 

But with us, when the idea of artistic guilds, of 
associated craftsmanship, is almost entirely lost 
sight of; when free trade in the arts has given us 
a professional proletariat, only slightly above the 
level of hel pleas and floundering dilettantism; 
when young musicians, instead of being reared in 
a master's atelier, are made to practice the cornet
a-pistons in the back kitchen, the plea of "clas
sical tradition" has not a leg left to stand upon. 

Meo voto, the point for us poor latter-day singers 
is this: Seeing that no" acting copies," no ''stage 
directions" are given us, we must attempt what 
actors are said to do-" create" a part. Correct 
reading of the text; as far as the notes go, is ever 
insufficient. Theexecutantmustemploy the scien
tific method; he must dissect the text, construct 
his notio·ns of the entire piece from a minute exam
ination of the parts, and then, from the Platonic 
idea of the whole, find the proper expression for 
all details. Thus a great player, like a great actor, 
is, in some sense, creative, and on a level with com
poser and poet. And as everybody is ready to ad
mit that the secret of a telling performance lies in 
the individuality of the executant, I would ask, 
Why commit the suicidal mistake of tying him 
down to the ipsissima verba of authentic dynamical 
nuances/ or rather, as is most frequently the case, 
the total absence thereof? Why should one con
tinually be told about a performance or an edition: 
"This 18 all very fine,. but it is not Bach I or it is 
not Beethoven I" Inaeed! What is it then? 

"Mein Freund!,.... die Zeiten der Vergangenheit 
Sind uns ein J:iuch mit sieben Siegeln; 
Was ihr den Geist der Zeiten heisst 
Das ist im Grund der Herren eigner Geist, 
In dem die Zeiten sieh bespiegeln, 
Da ist's denn wahrlich oft ein Jammer I 
Mann liiujt euch bei dem ersten Blick davon ." 

-FAUST. 

If executants are admonished to stick to the let
ter and nothing but the letter-which, by the way, 
now and then includes queer misprints-what 
chimerical beast shall not be foisted upon us some 
day, with all the alarming authority of ''classical 
tradition?" 
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of imagination? To this mistaken system we owe 
the host of "cold" players, whose execution is 
great but whose playing, although well-nigh 
letter-perfect, is devoid of what, for lack of a bet
ter name, we call inspiration, and which is nothing 
more than the play of a disciplined imagination. 
We say a disciplined imagination, for imagina
tion, free as it may seem, is subject to certain laws 
and only in accordance with those laws can it pro
duce or re-produce worthily. For instance, with
out regard to the laws of musical form, the most 

25 powerful musical imagination could produce noth-
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i
HE National Opera Co.,"Locke, stock and 

barrel,'' has come to grief. There was 
too much L. ocke and too little "barrel," 
and Mrs. Thurber was not "tapping 
fresh kegs," just then. In our Septem
ber issue, we closed an editorial upon the 

Locke Opera Company as follows: "Locke's new 
opera company is doomed in advance. It will not 
last three months after its first representation is 
given, and we, with all other honest men, will re
joice over its early and deserved demise." The 
famous company was kept together nearly six 
weeks! and then Locke, the great wrecker, was in 
his turn wrecked. "Abi in malarn partem!" 

HA'r method of instruction do you fol
low? is a question which all music 
teachers have had to answer times in
numerable. We heard the question 
propounded to an able teacher not long 
since, and waited for the answer. It 

came, clear and distinct, though perhaps· not satis
factory to the questioner: " I use no method, 
Madame!" Yet, it was the most sensible answer 
that could be given, and should have been the 
most satisfactory, for the teacher who wishes to do 
the best with his pupils, will be compelled at every 
step to abandon any pre-arranged system he may 
have, to adapt his instruction to the wants of each 
individual pupil-wants which differ as much as 
the faces of those pupils. r.rhe man or woman with 
a" method" in music is usually either a fraud or 
a fool. 

IMAGINATION IN MUSICAL PERFORMANCES. 

HA'f imagination plays an important, 
probably the most important, role in the 
creation of musical compositions, no one 
would for a moment question. Many, 
however, seem to quite forget, or indeed 

~ not to know, that the same sort, though 
not necessarily the same degree, of mental devel
opment and state which enabled the composer to 
create must necessarily exist in the interpreter if 
he is to give an adequate presentation, in other 
words, to re-create, to body forth, for others the 
art-work as it was conceived and intended to be 
expressed by its author. And yet, it is too clear 
for argument that, without similarity of mood and 
abilities, the player can not possibly understand 
the composer, and that no one can properly ex
press, whether in words or in tones, what he does 
not fully grasp. 

Such being the fact, is it not a little strange that 
the large majority of teachers insist upon the de
velopment of the mere technique of the instru
ment to the almost total exclusion of the element 

each other, the performer's imagination, instead 
of being a help, would become a hindrance, and 
his performance would become an insane one, for 
sanity consists, in the main, in the correct appreci
ation of our relations to external things, and of 
those things to each other, and insanity in an 
incorrect or distorted view of those same rela
tions. To discipline the imagination, however, 
does not mean to throttle it, although that seems 
to be the view taken of the subject by not a few 
teachers. They think their work is done when 
they have made a sort of machine of the learner. 
It is safe to say, however, that no human player 
has ever reached the accuracy of a music-box. 
Yet, who would compare the work of the best 
music-box ever made with that of a player who, 
although less letter-perfect, has some conception 
of the inner meaning of the composition and en
deavors to impart it to his auditors? 

We conceive the possibility of making a ma
chine which would play a composition precisely 
as some individual might have played it upon 
some one occasion, with the proper rise and fall of 
phrase accents, the tasteful preparation of cli
maxes, etc.-all those things which go to make up 
the artist's conception of a composition, but even 
then, it seems to us, we should miss that mysteri
ous something in the touch which speaks through 
the tone and tells of an intelligence endowed with 
sentiment and imagination, behind it all. At any 
rate, we should certainly fail to get the variations 
which the varying moods of the artist will neces
sarily introduce into his own interpretation, and 
as the circumstances which produce ·the artist's 
peculiar mood are likely to have acted upon us 
also, and to attune us to the same keys of feeling, 
as moods themselves are to a great extent conta
gious, we should certainly fail to receive those deep 
impressions which are possible only where a sym-
pathy exists. 

How shall a laggard musical imagination be de
veloped? Partly, perhaps, by the study and con
templation of works of art in other lines. True, 
musical imagination is different from the imagina
tion of the painter or the poet; but yet the arts, 
though different in their means of expression, 
have a common origin, the love of the beautiful, a 
common end, its expression, and hence may and 
frequently do serve as inspirations for each other. 

Have you an unimaginative, dull, mechanical 
pupil? Make up for him some little story con
nected with the piece he is learning; weave it in 
with the music; show him how this or that part 
of your story is expressed by this or that phrase, 
and thus teach him to connect the different musi
cal phrases as Q.ifferent ideas or sentences going to 
make up a complete discourse. After you have 
done that a few times, give him some new compo
sition and require him to frame his own story in 
words, thus compelling him to seek some inner 
meaning in the composition. 

Do you say this is nonsense-that music cannot 
express a definite story, etc.? Granted, a thousand 
times granted. But how shall we teach these un
imaginative beings to use their imagination save 
by using it first.upon familiar topics? After awhile 
these text-crutches may and should be dispensed 
with, and the music be left to tell its own musical 
story. 

Finally,we have said that moods were catching. 
If that be so, the best way to cultivate the musi
cal imagination of a learner would be to develope 
the imaginative element in the teacher, and to let 
the ·pupil hear as many as possible of those play
ers who play, not with dry, verbal accuracy, but 
with feeling-that is to say, with a fully aroused, 
though well-disciplined, imagination. 

Other methods may suggest themselves to the 
intelligent and conscientious teacher. It is not so 
much a question of how the imagination shall be 
made to do its proper work in the performance, aR 
that it shall be made to do it somehow. An unim
aginative player is a little less than a Swiss music
box, an intelligently imaginative one is an artist. 
Which will you and your pupils be? 

'f the head of this issue we write "Vol
ume XI." "A good wine needs no 
bush," and KUNKEL'S MUSICAL RE
VIEW needs no self-laudations. We be
gin the year, however, with a consider
able increase in the number of our sub-

scribers over any previous year, and will endeavor 
to make our journal more and more worthy of the 
encomiums which we receive almost daily, not 
only from the United States, but also from distant 
lands-not excepting the " Cannibal Islands," for 
our readers are to be found wherever the English 
language is spoken. 

CONCERTS AS A MEANS OF MUSICAL EDUCA
TION. 

VERY concert given in this country is 
classed as an" amusement," and must 
be so advertised in the press. The idea 
that a musical performance may be a 
means of education is as yet an unfamil
iar one to the large majority of our peo-

ple, who can see nothing practical or serious in the 
development of the resthetic faculties. We feel 
sure that every music teacher who has read thus 
far agrees that we have stated the truth, and will 
be ready to lament that the truth is as we have 
stated. Will they agree with us when we say that 
the teachers of music themselves are largely, if 
not mainly, to blame for that state of affairs? 

How many teachers are there who advise their 
pupils to attend the worthy performances of 
worthy compositions as a means of education? 
How many are there who try to impress upon the 
parents of their pupils the benefit in the way of 
instruction and inspiration which learners can de
rive from listening to the playing of an artist? 

We are not uncharitable-we are quite ready to 
make allowance for the weakness of human na
ture and to excuse (without justifying) the teacher 
who does not advise those who are under his tui
tion to listen to the performances, however meri
torious, of his competitors in business; but do 
they do any better when even that poor excuse is 
wanting-when the performer is not some local 
celebrity, but some artist who can in nowise be
come a rival? 

We glanced over the audiences at the piano re
citals recently given in this city by Mme. Rive
King. They were good audiences, large ones in
deed, for a piano recital, but there were not more 
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than a dozen teachers present, all told, and there 
were not half that number who were represented 
in the audiences by any portion of their classes. 
Those few were, of course, the best teachers in the 
city. Of the remainder, even some who had been 
supplied with free tickets, were" unable to at
tend "-too busy, you know, waiting for pupils! 

Possibly, some of these feared that their pupils 
would compare their playing with that of Madame 
King, to the disparagement of the former-as if 
every teacher could be expected to be a great art
ist or as if virtuosity were the only or even the 
main requirement of the teacher. Possibly, others 
feared that the price of admission would in some 
way be deducted from their own · emoluments-as 
if, inde'ed, the enthusiasm created in the learners 
by a great performance were not sure to result in 
more and better lessons. Possibly, some were 
actuated by the irrepressible feeling of envy 
which those who fail sometimes have for those 
who succeed-but w~ believe that in the large ma
jority of cases, the neglect we have spoken of was 
merely the result of stupid indifference. 

Now, when the adepts, the professors, of an art 
treat it, in its best manifestations, as a thing un
worthy of notice, how shall it be expected that 
the public at large should place a higher estimate 
upon it'? The public is very prone to take men and 
their professions at their own estimate, as shown 
in their actions; and, in relegating music to the 
plane of a mere pastime, the public are only taking 
the mass of professional musicians, of those who 
"ought to know," at their word. If music teach
ers would have others respect their profession 
more highly, they must first of all show that they 
respect their art. 

In contrast with the illiberality and short
sightedness of so many prefessionals, it is pleas
ant to look upon the sincere appreciation of music 
shown by a growing class of intelligent, educated 
people. They have no fine-spun musical theories; 
they do not prate about the dignity of the musical 
profession-they have indeed grave doubts upon 
the latter subject-but they understand the dig
nity of music, they feel its uplifting power. For 

. them, music is neither a trade nor a pastime; it is 
an education-almost a religion, whose teachings, 
exhortations and consolations they desire to secure 
for themselves and their families. rrhese are the 
amateurs, in the original and higher sense of the 
word, who, with the sincere, enthusiastic profes
sionals, are the real salt of the musical world. 

We number many such persons among our read
ers, and to them we now wish to make a sugges
tion or two, of a practical nature. 

rl,he majority of the music teachers throughout 
the country are a set of selfish ignoramuses. rrhey 
have no use for musical journals, high-class con
certs, general literature, or anything else. They 
"know it all," that is to say, theylmow how many 
pounds of butter their day's earnings will pur
chase at the current market rate. They are a dead 
weight, a clog upon the wheels of musical prog
ress. Let them alone. They are " wise in their 
own conceit" and past redemption. rrhat is the 
very reason, however, why you, intelligent readers, 
should take the initiative in the endeavor to culti
vate a higher appreciation of the art of music. 
This you can do in many ways, but, for the pres
ent, since we have been talking of high-class con
certs, let us confine our remarks to them. We have 
already hinted at their educational value-you un
derstand it-it is therefore not necessary to dwell 
upon that. You are, however, many of you, so sit
uated, living away from the large centers of popu
lation, and the remuneration which any great 
artist-say a pianist or a violinist-can ordinarily 

expect from a miscellaneous audience who wish to 
be '' amused '' is so small in your town that they 
must perforce pass you by. You may be a good 
player yourself, or your son or daughter may be 
such. If so, you desire the more ardently to hear 
how this and that artist interprets the works with 
which you are already familiar-not necessarily to 
imitate them, but to broaden and vary your knowl
edge of the composition. Now, is there not in the 
very disadvantages of locality under which you 
labor the suggestion of a remedy? If you live in 
a town of moderate size, it is easy for you to know 
who feel as you do on the subject of music, to call 
them together, to organize into a society or club, 
whose members shall subscribe a certain amount 
that shall serve as a guarantee fund for the pay of 
such artists as may be desired from time to time. 
You can arrange musical entertainments (we use 
the word intentionally here) with home talent, 
which shall please while they benefit the public, 
.and will be a source of income that can be ex
pended upon the artists you may wish to employ, 
from a distance, for those concerts of a somewhat 
higher class which you now desire but cannot 
obtain. 

Is this not worth while trying? If so, the 
sooner the better. 

GETTING PAGANINI'S PORTRAIT. 

OVER'S miniature of Paganini stands out 
beyond all question as his finest work of 
art. It is that which exhibits him in the 
perfection of his later and higher style; 
in the force and balance of those graver 
and more sub'Stantial characteristics, that 
had gradually enlarged and dignified his 
early florid manner. It was also, for the 

period, a miniature of ap. unusual size, measuring 
six and a-half inches by six, having been painted 
on two pieces of ivory, the junction of which was 
cleverly effected at the edge of the painted table. 
Of a work which is so conspicuous, whether in re
spect to its merit or its results, one that achieved 
the double end of confirming its painter's fame in 
Ireland and establishing it in England, where it 
served both to introduce him and to show him in 
his strength, every incident is interesting, and not 
the least is the clever way in which its striking 
likeness was obtained. This is given by the writer 
of the sketch of him in the Dublin University 
Magazine, who records a visit to Lover's studio 
while the picture was in progress. 

One of the secrets of success in portraiture is the 
conversational talent which enables the artist to 
get at the best expression of his sitters, and noth
ing can be pleasanter than the illustration of it 
than is afforded in this instance, when, by a C()m
pliment the most adroit, but apparently ingenu
ous, the painter so well contrived to rouse the ani
mation of the musician. 

"Paganini being rather dull," observed Lover 
to his friends," I wished to excite his attention, 
so remarked to him the great beauty of a little 
capriccio motivo in one of his concertos

1 
and then 

hummed the tune. Paganini cocked his ear. 
'You have been in Strasbourg?' said he. 
'Never,' I replied. 
'Then, how did you hear that air?' 
'I heard you play it.' 
'No; if you were not in Strasbourg.' 
' Yes ; in London.' 
'That concerto I composed for my first appear

ance in Strasbourg, and I never played it in Lon
don.' 

'Pardon me, you did-at the opera house.' 
'I don't remember.' 
'It was the night you played an obligato accom

paniment to Pasta.' 
'Pasta!' he exclaimed, and his beautiful eye 

brightened at the remembrance of the night. As 
Rhoderic Dhu 

·• Felt the joy that warriors feel, 
In foemen worthy of their steel," 

the great musician seemed to glow at the recollec
tion of an occasion when two such artists stood to
gether, and were mutually inspired by each oth
er's excellence. 

' Pasta ! ' he repeated,' how she sang that night ! ' 
1 Yes,' said I, ' and how you played ! ' 

'Ah!' he exclaimed, with a shrug of satisfaction, 
'but that motivo. Yes, I did play it at the time, 
but only that once in London. You must be a mu
sician, for it is not an easy air to remember.' 

'It was encored, signor,' said I, with a compli
mentary bow; 'and so I heard it twice.' 

'Aha!' said he, with another shrug of approval; 
'but still, I say

1 
it is not easy to remember except 

by a musician. " 
And so Lover gained his point. Paganini was 

sufficiently excited to respond with a bright ex
pression, and the animation thus aroused was 
easily sustained to the close of the sitting. 

STAGE DEPORTMENT FOR MUSICIANS. 

TAGE deportment is a very wide subject, 
and generally considered as belonging 
exclusively to the dramatic profession, 
but I think an informal talk upon the 

• topic might be of equal interest to musi
cians. It is necessary to remember that 
after years of musical study a favorable 
impression upon an audience is due main-

ly to our personal bearing, and the mass will take 
the artist at his own valuation; that is, if the pro
fessional singer or pianist appear before an audi
ence quaking with fear and dread, that lack of 
self-confidence is immediately transmitted to the 
audience and it will require many measures of 
well-rendered music to regain the good-will of 
this audience. 
If on the contrary, the artist has received prac

ticai training in how to present himself before an 
audience in a natural, easy way, with complete 
control of the physical organization, he appears 
to say," I bring to you the best I am capable of 
doing," and the audience will immediately recog
nize whatever he may do in an artistic manner. 
Every man and woman has his or her own car
riage of the body, including constitutional and 
habitual movements, the former depending upon 
the form of the body and the latter upon habits of 
living. Many persons consider a certain manner· 
natural to them which is only a fixed habit. 
rrherefore all and each require some personal di
rections-not in the line of former methods of 
elaborate bows and postures for the concert stage, 
which in themselves were enough to intimidate 
the most courageous, but a well-bred deportment 
and a manner as gracious as if we were meeting 
friends in a drawing-room. 

Surely all" stage fright," so called, is painful 
self-consciousness. When artists leave the green
room, how often you have heard them say: "I 
never know what to do with myself until I am 
seated at my piano or beginning my song, after 
which I am thoroughly at my ease;" while we as 
auditors are made well aware of their embarass
ment. 

I know of no class of people who come before 
the public who are so painfully embarrassed and 
frightened as musicians. It may be necessary to 
feel a sense of excitement in our desire and en
deavor to please and to make a success, but it is 
thorougly unnecessary to allow ourselves to suffer 
from" stage fright." Among musicians, this fear 
has several characteristics. First, the perform
er's entrance upon the stage, with the entire side 
line of the body visible, bearing the body as 
though he was walking toward a Jrmch-feared ob
ject1 namely, with the torso drawn back, and as 
he turns near the front of the stage all that at
tracts the attention of the audience is the expanse 
of shoe-sole thrown into great prominence1 fol
lowed by an utter lack of repose while stanaing, 
with a constant settling of the weight on the back 
heel, forming a barricade with his music between 
himself and the audience. When the soloist be
gins to sing, he immediately throws the glance of 
his eye toward the upper part of the room, where 
there is no possibility of meeting an interested 
face and by this very position the vocalist will 
fail to project his tones and can never hope to have 
a free, open throat, for a perfect emission of tone. 
Before the song begins, the artist ~enerally looks 
like a wooden creature, and after It is concluded, 
the facial expression is even more distressing in 
contrast to the feeling expressed in the song; 
whereas a song- rendered by a small voice, with 
true individual expression, interests everyone. 
The artist will have the same manner for the 
stage as in private life, thoroughly natural and 
full of expression. 

What is naturalness of manner? It depends 
upol} one thing only-the entire absence of con-
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sciousness of every member of the body. When I 
am conscious of the position and action of my 
hand or elbow, I am awkward in the extreme; but, 
if these members are hanging at ease from the 
shoulder, my movements with them will be grace
ful without an effort. All motions of the body are 
rhythmical, and any breaking of rhythm by con
scious restraint ends in the same result to move
ments, as the violation of the same law in music. 
Consciousness is the enemy of all artistic purposes; 
the more self-surrender the greater the perfection 
of artis~ic :power. . . . 

The puimst unconsciously has received more In
struction in this subject of deportment than the 
singer, for, when seated, his position has been care
fully corrected, and invariably the pianist com
mands your attention, even before he touches the 
key-board. But when he leaves the stage, he loses 
all power of" filling the stage." How small heap
pears, and it is an unusual occurrence if he arrest 
your attention, until his exit. Since our first and 
last impression of the artist is formed by hi! man
ner of bearing, stage deportment becomes an im
portant subject, and to singers especially. Not 
that you should become artificial in manner, nor 
imitative, but that the true self should appear. 
Carry your body in the same position and with the 
same ease as you would on the street, and bow to 
the audience as to your friends.-F. J. ADAMS, in 
The Voice. 

SCHOOLS OF MUSIC. 

OW can there be different schools of music, 
such as an English school, a German 
school, and an Italian, etc., when the 
scales are alike, the chords the same, and 
the same kind of instrument employed by 
all ? What is meant by such distinc
tions? 

Although this question takes us some
what beyond the boundaries of newspaper discus
sion, l an bwer it the more readily because it car
ries within its correct solution matter bearmg upon 
the success or the non-success of our efforts to cul
tivate a taste for music in those whom we have to 
teach. Let us understand, then, that our modern 
music is an extremely complicated, or more prop
erly speaking, complex art. It includes withm it
self a variety of ingredients gathered from widely 
ditterent sources and in many generations-from 
the Christian era, and before, until now. The 
foundation of our rhythmic system was laid by the 
Greeks. Our melody is a modern invention. Its 
expression is due to the preponderance of this, 
that or the other tone of' the scale in it. For exam
ple, a melody in which the tone La preponderates 
will have a sad or a mournful character, one in 
which the fifth of the scale preponderates will 
have a boldcharacter,onein which the third prepon
derates will be of a more tender character. Thus, it 
would be possible to write music by rule, and give it a 
certain appearance of expression, by keeping along 
the line of the natural expression of "tones in 
key." We cannot satisfactorily account for the 
scale. It has been developed by a long series of 
experiments; or, rather, It would be nearer the 
truth to say that it is the result of a great number 
of selections, made at different epochs, of tones out 
of Nature's infinite many, to answer the needs of 
the resthetic faculties. When we analyze the rela
tions of the tones of the scale to each other and 
to the key note, we find that there are three cen
ters of development: the tonic, the subdominant, 
and the dominant. The seventh is in the scale 
for the purpose of serving as the third of the fifth, 
the fourth is there in order to make a chord of 
which the tonic shall be the fifth; the sixth is there 
in order to be the third in the subdominant chord. 
Now, the expression of these tones depends upon 
their :relation to the tonic. The tone D, for in
stance, bas no expression of its own; when it is in 
the key: of G it is the "stron17 tone," in the key of 
D flat It is the" tender tone,' in the key of B flat 
it is the "bold tone," etc. Whenever the key 
changes, the expression of the tone changes with 
it; nay, it changes even though the modulation 
into another key is only implied by the harmony, 
but is merely a passin~ modulation. 

This natural expressiOn of tones in key is inten
sified in modern music by means of the harmony, 
which, in simple music, kee_{>s the key in sight; m 
the more elaborate, the key Is apJ>arently lost sight 
of for a longer or shorter time. But there was a 
time, not so very many years ago, when the expres
sion of music was purely conventional. The Neth
erlanders, for example, never arrived at the true 
expression of feelin~ by means of music, and never 
created works in this department that have been 

counted beautiful. What they did was to invent a diatonic tones of the key, but also many others of 
multitude of conventionalities of expression, arti- a more or less chromatic character, occur in com
ficialities of using music material, etc. For exam- positions where an English or an Italian composer 
ple, they thought it a principle not to attempt to wouJd never think of using them. Now, these 
compose a new work or a new movement unless "chords in key" have their own characteristic 
they took a melody out of an old work as a founda- expression as well as "tones in key." It is this 
tion. This foundation served them more like an that the German magters have found out, and 
apron-string than anything else to keep them near .have contributed to the common stock of musical 
their ancestors; for they did not cause it to appear expression. Wagner performed wonders in this 
in the sound ofthe music they wrote, but liid it direction. In his operas, while there are short 
away among the middle parts as a sort of buckram bits of melody of exquisite beauty, it is rare that 
or stiffening. there is a strain of eight or sixteen measures in 

The Italians were more natural in their ideas. the same key. Wagner does go out of ke;r, and 
When they wanted music they did not want hard he intends to do so, or, at least, he seems to mtend 
work, hence, as soon as these Netherland- to do so. He said long ago that the circle of the 
era went down into Italy to exercise their art, they keys needed to be brought nearer together. This 
speedily became less artificial in their methods of is what he did in many parts of his works. But 
composing, and gave rise to music having in it there are places where Wagner produces beautiful 
more of true expression. Thus, the Italian music effects by means of chords and successions of 
of the early school of opera was symmetrical and chords. There is a wonderful example of this in 
natural in its structure to a degree not seen in that "The Valkyrie," in the second act, where Brun
of the Netherlandish masters. hide appears to Siegmund and forewarns him of 

When Germany began to take a hand in the de- his death. I do not know of another passage 
velopment of music, a new series of modifications where such a weird and strange effect is produced 
was set in operation. 'l'hey began to enlarge the by means apparently so insignificant. When it is 
harmonic boundaries of the key, and to increase analyzed, it will appear, I doubt not, that all these 
the number of chords belonging to it. This tend- effects are due to the use of chords in their places 
ency has been evident enough in German music in key. There is no theory upon this subJeCt at 
ever since the time of Bach, but the theorist have present formulated, unless the Tonic Sol-fa teach
mostly regarded that only such chords belong to ers have one; this would not be unlikely, for it is 
any: key as can be made out of the diatonic tones to them that we owe very much of all that we 
oflts scale. Whenever additional tones were in- know respecting the true expression of tones of the 
troduced in order to form new chords, theory bas scale in key. 
generally regarded it as the evidence of a modula- Thus, it appears that as to their ingredients, and 
tion. Nevertheless, the abundance of these mod- especially as to the relative preponderance of their 
ulations, where the impression of the key is not ingredients, there are different schools of music 
lost, has led some of the recent theorists, among reflecting the peculiarities of national taste. The 
whom is Professor Rieman, and probably the late English taste is for melody supported by chords. 
Richard Wagner, to declare that any chord what- You find this in the first piece of English music 
ever belongs to a key that ran be introduced with- you take up~ its chordal character is conspicuous 
out destroying the feeling of tonality. As long as as comparea with the music of German origin. 
the original tonic is felt as such, so long the key German music hardly ever escapes from more or 
remains unchanged. Although this dictum is not less of contrapuntal spirit, and it is always richer 
in accordance with the authentic outgivings of in the harmonic treatment than the average En
musical theory upon the subject, it is nevertheless glish piece. America has no taste and no school of 
quite in the line of the development of which our composition of her own. The people's melody oftbe 
modern music is the outcome. For, as already said, Moody and Sankey and the S.C . .Foster variety is a 
the reason for selecting these particular tones out dilution of the English, having the same kind of 
of the infinite gradations of pitch included within melodic cadences and the same dependence for its 
the octave was purely an resthetic reason. The expressive qualities upon the natural expression 
correspondence of the tones selected with certain of tones in kev. 
harmonic and mathematical ratios was an after It is true that all these ingredients have now 
discovery, and had nothing directly to do with the been turned into one common hopper, and the cul
selection. Our scale was settled just as we now tivated music of every other country shows much 
have it long before anybody knew of the harmonic that belong to other countries. Even Verdi, he 
relations involved in it. Hence, in referring the who wrote those brazen melodies of "Travatore," 
question of tonality and the permissible introduc· shows in his latest works the influence of his far
tion of new tones to the resthetic faculty, Rit>man thest competitor, Richard Wagner. Still, the orig
and his followers but refer it to the faculty which inal cast of the nationality is not to be overlooked 
have presided over every step of the progress thus lt remains true that there is no good composer 
far. Hence, upon this point, as to exactly how whose works could be possibly mistaken for any
much the key contains, there is likely to be a thing else than the work of one of his own nation
modification of theoretical formulas before very ality.* The German Handel wrote Italian operas 
long. in Italy, but their success depended upon their 

Meanwhile, the disagreements concerning it are having in them qualities of originality which were 
of a national or a quasi-national character. 'fhe German. It is the same with French music, which 
English, especially the Welsh, the Irish and the has in it much of the German and something of 
~cotch, take narrow views of this, and their mu~ic the English. Perhaps the prevailing characteristic 
consists of comparatively few chords. It is in mel- of French mu8ic is it daintiness, that which is also 
ody that the music of the Celts is strong. Such a prevailing characteristic in almost everything 
t'unes as "Annie Laurie," "The HarF tliat once that the J?rench do. 
thro' Tara's halls," etc., are types o the music Now, in the slow melodies of Beethoven there is 
that appeals to the heart without any explanation something curiously English. The Celtic cadence 
or artificial cultivation. It is the same with mel- is wanting; but the dependence upon the true ex
odi~s not so good, considered in respect to the cor- pression of the tones of the melody, according to 
respondence of their intended expression and the their respective places in key, is unmistakable. 
natural expression of the tones of the scale, occur- [tis this which renders those melodies so impres
ing in them. "Way down on the Swanee Hibber" sive when played separately from their connection 
is an example in pomt. It appeals to every hearer. and when rearranged for other instruments. 
One reason why a melody of this kind sounds so Wherever they may be given, they preserve their 
much more significant when sung slowly, very expression, if only the instrument giving them has 
t:slowly, is that this affords the natural expression within its powers the ability to sustain notes and 
of the tones, depending upon their place in key, to intone them accurately in pitch. 
time to be felt by the listener. Were it not for The foundation of musical taste is a taste for 
this, every melody would be more inspiring when melody, in the sense that I have been speaking oi 
sung fast enough to intensify its rhythm. in this connection. Upon this foundation all the 

Italian music differs from this of the English in culture of Beethoven and Mozart depended. Their 
two respects mainly: it is less varied harmoni- music is true to the resthetical faculties-the same 
cally, the minor chords being not so much dwelt faculties which, in a long process of experiment 
upon as is usual with the music of Celtic origin; and induction, selected the tones which should go 
the other peculiarity is its fondness for melodic into the scale. They have a correspondence with 
embellishment. Roulades and fancy notes are in- what we may call the folk-tone, that is, with the 
troduced for the purpose of illustrating the beauty ability of the average man to appreciate music 
of the singer's voice. But in so far as Italian that is not explained to him. 
music has depth to it, it is like that of the English, It should not escape our attention, however, 
depending upon the same qualities of the natural that. there is another type of musical formation 
expression of tones in key for its effect upon the not resting upon this simple quality of melody. I 
hearer. refer to what I have elsewhere called the thematic 

German music is more multiform in character. 
There is a wider range of chords employed. Not 
only all the chords that can be made from the 

•:•we must take issue with this statement. In a latPrissue, 
we may discuss this question briefly.-ED. KUNKEL's MusiCAL 
REVIEW. · 
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work of all modern writ~rs, especially of Schu
mann, for instance. Such a piece as the 7th Nov
ellette, Op. 21, has no melody in its first part; 
instead of this, a melodic idea is turned over, with 
imitations and harmonic transformations, into 
something which is truly expressive and which 
commends itself to the resthetic faculties when it 
has been heard a few times [although the process 
will take longer in proportion to the hearer's ob
tuseness upon the harmonic side]. This mode of 
treatment rests upon the German discoveries or 
intuitions of harmony, of which I was just speak
ing. This is the key to all the music of Wagner. 
The elements of musical expression are first melo
dic [the natural effect of tones in key upon the 
cultivated musical ear]; second, these are modi
fied to almost any extent by harmonic treatment 
[which is only carrying out of the meanings. in
volved in the effect of tones m key] ; and thud, 
rhythm, which, f!-lthough actinJZ ~pon lower fac
ulties of the musiCal endowment, Is, neverthel~ss, 
not to be despised as a resource for strengthemnj.r 
the bonds of unity in instrumental music, and 
imparting a rhythiJ?ic sweep to lo?g mov~ments, 
without which theu length remams their most 
obvious characteristic. 

Perhaps in closing this long but inconclusive 
essay I w'ould do better to emulate Schumann's 
rliscr~tion in cases where he had intended to com
pose sonatas, and call it a "fantasy/' in order 
to discount the reader's censure of Its want of 
logical conclusiveness; in spite of which, I trust 
that it will be found to possess a c~rtain propor
tion of ideas.-W. S. B. MATTHEWS, m Etude. 

THE "MEANING" OF MUSIC. 

~...,:~HE art of music is becoming cultivated in 
\9r~? our country to an extent which must event-

~ ~ 
ually exercise an important influence upon 
the character of our people. In the mean
while our literature of music, or rather 
upon music, is so comparatively insignifi

i cant that it is well to be pardoned, if, in 
i.l the form of mere sketches, those who have 

the advancement of that art at heart occasionally 
endeavor to make clear to the understanding also 
the peculiar sphere of this art. 

Above all other questions regarding music we 
constantly hear repeated this one: What does this 
piece of music express? Now it should be appar
ently clear to all that this question is utterly !~ad
missible, if it presupposes the answer to be given 
in words. The only legitimate answer to that 
question would be to play the piece of music to the 
questioner, and then tell him, "What you feel 
now is the meaning of this piece of music." It is 
true he may reply: "I have no definite feeling; I 
do not seize the effect of the music; it seems to me 
merely a mass of confused sounds:' But to this 
you answer: ·'Then, if lou really have a desire to 
know what this piece o music expresses, begin to 
study music, make your feelings easily susceptible 
to the flow of melody, the modulations of harmony 
and the variations of a theme. Learn to trace the 
fundamental theme throughout all its varied forms, 
to distinguish between it and another possible as
sistant themes; in short,endeavor to gain that com
plete command over the world of sounds which 
enables a cultivated musician to seize at the first 
hearing the so-called' meaning' of a piece of music, 
which to less cultivated ears seems also a confused 
mass of sounds." 

There is no other way of getting at the meaning 
of music, and if there were, the whole art of music 
would be superfluous. It is just as impossible to 
express the meaning of music in words as it is to 
express in words what sweetness, bitterness, fra
grance, anger, love or afl'ectionmean. Not everyone 
has the power to become impressed at the first time 
by the taste of sweetness, or the scent of roses, or 
the feeling of love; and there is no way possible of 
making him impressible thereby other than by 
cultivating his sensibilities. It may take a coarse
natured man many years to learn to distinguish 
accurately between scent~ or to become sensible 
to the various tastes in a .l!·rench dish; or, if these 
similes should seem objectionable, though they are 
altogether appropriate, to distinguish between the 
feeling of awe which a temple, for instance, in
spires, and the feeling of fear at the commence
ment of a battle. 

But it is this very power to distinguish between 
our feelings,-this not merely susceptibility to 
music,-but power to reproduce the feelings cre
ated, and in reproducing to distinguish them, upon 
which true "understanding" of music is based. 
The great trouble is that such words as this "un
derstanding" or "meaning" have been applied 

when speaking of music without remembering that 
an understanding through the intellect is out of 
the question, except so far as the art form is con
cerned. 

A written or spoken sentence I understand when 
I am able to reproduce the thought of which it is 
the expression. The reproduction is effected in 
this way. Each spoken word, or written word, as 
it falls upon my senses, I inwardly relitter to my
self, and until I so relitter it I am not conscious of, 
do not hear, the words spoken. For this reason, 
to be a rational, i.e., free being, I must be active. 
But if an influence is exercised upon me, for in
stance, through the speaking of another person, I 
am passive. Yet I cannot be altogether passive, 
or I cease to be a rational being. Hence to be 
rational it is necessary that the spoken word should 
have no influence upon me unless I reproduce it; 
and unless I am thus, in the same undivided mo
ment, active and passive. Only on this presup
position is it possible for rational beings to influ
ence each other, or, in other word, to live together. 
Now, through a habit of hearing or reading in a 
certain language, this reproduction becomes an 
easy matter; it is very dtfficult at first, because 
our senses must grow accustomed to distinguish 
between the most delicate variations of sound, or, 
in other words, we must first get control over our 
senses. But in this reproductiOn sound affects us 
not for its own sake. Conscious that every word 
uttered is merely the representative of some ob
ject, previously agreed upon, our mind in repro
duction only grasps at. this meaning; except in 
poetry, where the musiCal element makes itself 
also valued. 

Hence a person, hearing music for the first time, 
is like a man who has been deaf and suddenly is 
rendered capable of hearing. All the sounds seem 
a confused mass. He cannot reproduce them as 
yet, has not got control over his senses sufficiently. 
Gradually he obtains this control, and can repro
duce-hum internally-a phrase of a melody, per
haps a whole song. As he hears more music he 
grows more and more familiar with the manner of 
movement in music, becomes capable of hearing 
both the melody and the harmony, of distinguish
ing between the theme and accidental adornments; 
and if he, moreover, learns the rules of composi
tion, becomes capable of appreciating the exquis
ite skill displayed by the composer in elaborating 
bis musical "thought," to make use again of an 
improper expression,-for a musical thought is 
music, and nothing else, cannot be translated into 
words, consists merely of tones moving in peculiar 
rhythm and peculiar height or depth,-when he 
has so far advanced that he has the power of re
producing immediately, even in the most compli
cated piece of music, the true order of sounds, as 
internally heard by the composer of that piece 
when composing it,-then he can be said to "un
derstand" music, just as we say a man has under
stood an author, when, in reading his works, he 
can reproduce the order of thoug}lts as they oc
curred to the writer. 

But has music no other significance than order 
of tones, no other meaning than a rhythmical and 
melodious succession and harmonica! sounding 
together of tones? This question will naturally 
occur here to those who wish to claim for music a 
meaning other than its own; naturally, because 
the question arises from a proper desire to discover 
in every phenomenon of human life a universal 
character, and because the questioner presupposes 
that this pure tone-life, th1s pure movement of 
sounds, lacks that universal character. The pre
supposition once annulled, the question no longer 
is justifiable. 

lt is very wrong to call certain faculties individ
ual because in certain individuals they appear pre
eminently, and then are called talents or ~enius. 
Every faculty may be developed in every individual 
not only to an ordinary degree, but so as to con
stitute genius. A person with no natural talent 
for singing may become not only a good, but an 
excellent, sing~r; may develop a most powerful 
voice. People with no rhythmical predisposition 
may be made most accurately sensitive to rhythm. 
Short stubby fingers may be made to do excellent 
service on the piano. People with no talent for 
smelling_ may cultivate delicate susceptibility to 
scent. E.very sense given to mankind may be thus 
developed to a high degree; and the reason is, 
that to cultivate a sense it is only necessary to 
direct your attention to it. We are all sensitive to 
smell, to sound. The only question addressed to 
us as free rational beings is: no yon want to smell, 
or to hear? If you do, you must pay attention to 
it, for you are a free being. Every free rational 
beingt therefore, and hence every rational being, 
has tnus the power of cultivating any sense; and 
there is no degree of excellence to which a free 

rational being may not · aspire to cultivate his 
senses; for, by directing his attention to it, he not 
only cultivates the receptivity of the senses, and 
also their productivity since the latter always ac
companies the former. Through freedom, there
fore, every faculty becomes universal, and without 
freedom all faculties are individual; for each human 
being is born in a peculiarly predisposed condition. 
He may develop his thinking powers, or his powers 
of feeling; but neither powers develop of them
selves. Those who hold that only thinking is the 
universal characteristic of men are, therefore, es
sentially in error. Some men, it is true, are born 
with pre-eminent faculties for thinking, and others 
with pre-eminent faculties for feeling; but it is 
altogether a matter of freedom whether the former 
desires to become a philosopher or a musician, and 
vice versa. Demosthenes was decidedly not born 
an orator; Fichte decidedly not a philospher; 
Goethe assuredly not a dramatic poet. All the 
1lower.'1 of the eye are universal i they exist as powers 
m every individual; and need only the attention of 
freedom directed upon them to be developE>d out of 
dormant unconsciousness into clear self-control. 
Very few-the fewest of all-individuals develop 
their faculty of thinking; and even with those who 
have, it is just as impossible to say whether an 
individual has understood your demonstrations, as 
it is to say whether he has understood your music. 
It is entirely a matter of self-consciousness to say. 
in either case, whether he has produced correctly. 

Tone-life having therefore the same validity for 
each human being as sight or language1 and re
quiring knowledge of its laws and susceptibility to 
its effects only to the same degree as _poetry, phil
osophy or mathematics, the demand that it should 
have another significance than its own falls awav, 
and becomes just as absurd as if you were to de
mand that numbers should have another signifi
cance than their own. True, we can give to num
bers a certain meaning, can make algebraic char
acters signify certain substances; but if they are 
so to have another significance than their own, it 
must have been previously agreed upon, and must 
be so mentioned. 

When Beethoven characterizes his symphony as 
pastoral, he of course agrees beforehand that you 
are to accept the tones with a certain significanctl 
attached to it; and when a composer writes music 
for words, in songs, oratorios, operas, etc., he also 
agrees, beforehand, that his music shall not be 
accepted at its own worth merely, but as expressive 
of the words. In fact, in either case, you have not 
pure music; but music combined with other arts. 
'fhus in the opera are combined the arts of music, 
of singing, of pantomine, of scenery and of the 
drama. In witnessing an opera, therefore, you 
rarely get pure musical enjoyment. In songs we 
have three arts combined, music, singing and poe
try. Works like the Pastoral Symphony, Liszt's 
Symphonic Poems, and, indeed all musical works 
written with a view to illustrate speCified subjects, 
partake more or less of this mixed character. They 
are not pure works of music, insomuch as in hear
ing them you are called upon, not only to give 
yourself up to the effect of the music alone, but 
also to keep in mind the specified subject. In 
other words the composer of such music comes 
before you not only as a musician, but also as the 
interpreter of specified subjects into music. The 
piece of music may be excellent, and the interpre
tation poor, or vice versa. 

Quite different is the case with pure works of 
music, as in the form of sonatas or symphonies; 
they have reached their highest degree of develop
ment, and, in the works of Beethoven, their great
est perfection. In these works we have music for 
its own sake, a pure tone-lJfe, which cannot express 
itself in words, because it is only music, which can 
be apprehended only by the complete musical re
production of the works within us. 

But ' how does this tone-life originate within us, 
and what is the relation to the life of our other 
faculties? We have already had occasion to com· 
pare it to the life of our other senses, of smell, 
taste and sight. Every sense is not only receptive, 
but also productive; and in corresponding ratio to 
its development can it produce independent life. 
A well-cultivated taste can produce new tastes, and 
the whole science of gastronomy rests upon this 
faculty. So also can scent be produced. Well
cultivated power of sight enables the painter to 
see the figures and colors of his picture before he 
has put a single touch to the canvas. The culti
vated power of hearing enables the composer in 
the same manner to create out of nothing the won
derful melodies and harmonies of his art-work. 
Now as every state of the mind has its peculiar 
expression in the other arts, melancholy in paint
ing, for instance, expressing itself in more gloomy 
colors, so also has every state of the mind its pecu-
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liar musical expression: and the composer who 
wishes to write an adagio must determine himself 
to produce the peculiar state of mind that adagio 
may require, and then to listen Internally to the 
melody 1t may seek to express itself in. If be re
mains within this mood, and does not change it 
arbitrarily, then his piece of music will be a full 
expression of that mood; and if r eproduced by an
other person in precisely tbe same order of sont1ds 
it must necessarily produce the same mood. That 
other person can no more feel joyousness than be 
can when be looks at a melancholy picture, and 
reproduces that as the painter saw it. lf, however, 
the composer arbitrarily changes his mood, be can 
of course no longer be understood by the listener 
from the music itself; that is to say, the music it
self will not produce in a listener the same change 
which arbitrary reflection produced in the com
poser; and either the piece of music will remain 
unintelligible,-a musical contradiction, a faulty 
work of music,-or it will require word-explana
tions from the composer. 

Thus it is well possible for a listener to musi
cally understand the ·'Scene by the Brook" from 
Beethoven's "Pastoral Symphony," although he 
does not know that the music is to express the 
feelings awakened by such a scene. But as soon 
as the birds' voices come in, the work of music 
needs an explanation. The musical thought itself 
requires no cuckoo, no nightingale, no quail; and 
hence, when you hear the notes of these birds, you 
naturally say: This is musically unin.telligible; 
either Beethoven made a great mistake, or he must 
tell us in words what the whole previous music 
meant. 

Take another example: In the F minor sonata 
of Beethoven we have three movements; the first 
wildly restless, the second a solemn andante, and 
the third, again, a furious allegro. Now these 
moods succeed each other naturally. After the 
first wild storm of tones, the hearer will feel the 
same necessity for a quiet andante which Bee
thoven felt; and the musical arrangement of this 
andante is again such as to gradually impel a more 
violent outbreak. Had the andante been arrang~d 
otherwise, the third and final movement would 
have been more or less arbitrary. It might, for 
instance, have breathed a more joyous, trium
phant character. 

But, to show what an arbitrary arrangement of 
a work of music would be, imagine that Beethoven 
had placed the first movement of this F minor 
sonata between the first and second movements of 
his great G major sonata,-one of the most cheer
ful, deliciously-humorous sonatas he bas written. 
Those first and second movements are at present 
connected by a quiet, gentle, graceful adagio, 
which flows perfectly natural from the first move
ment, and leads to the third. Imagine this an
dante supplanted by the :first, or even by the sec
ond, movement of the F minor. No musician but 
would have pronounced it out of place! For there 
would be no musical conversion, no connection of 
key, of rhythm, of melody, or of general construc
tion, and hence no psychological connection. 

To understand music it is necessary to cultivate 
knowledge of the art of music and to hear music; 
to understand painting it is necessary to study the 
art of painting and to cultivate the gift of sight. 
All our faculties are equally sanctified; and he is 
the greatest of men in whom all are equally de-
veloped. A. E. KRoEGER. 

KNABE PIANOS FOR EXECUTIVE MANSIONS. 

Messrs.vVm. Knabe & Co. have just furnished to 
Gov. Beaver, of Pennsylvania, a beautiful upright 
g!and piano,.ordered by him for the executive man
s~on at ~arrtsburg. The case is of artistic style in 
riCh vanegated rosewood, and the instrumental 
part of the highest order of merit, with a tone of 
very rich and sympathetic quality, and a touch of 
remarkable ease and elasticity. A very fine concert 
grand was supplied by them recently to Gov. Fitz
hugh Lee, for the executive mansion at Richmond 
Va.,which, excepting on some of the outside orna~ 
mentation of the case, is a fac-simile of the cele
brat~d W~ite Hou~e Knabe grand, the piano of the 
Pres1den t s mans10n, descnbed in our columns 
heretofore.-'-Baltimo1·e American. 

POZZONI. 

No name is better and more pleasantly and widely known 
than that of Mr. J. A. Pozzoni. For yf!ars he bas made him
self famous by the elegant perfumes and complexion powder 
that bears his name, the latter having found its way to the 
belles C!f Par~s, German.Y and London. Everybody admires 
beauty m lad1es. Nothmg will do more to produce or en
hauce it than a use of 1\!r. Poz)!;oni' s preparations. 

OUR MUSIC. 

"PoLo" (Galop de Concert-Duet) ...... . Dinkgrave_ 

Our readers will see that we are redeeming our 
promise to give them duets from month to month. 
In our last issue we gave them" Our Boys," a very 
efrective piece-this month we ~ive them another 
which is even better in that respect. This galop. 
for effect, can justly rank with the justly celebrated 
"Jolly Blacksmiths," by Jean Paul. It is not very 
difficult, and can be played well by good pupils who 
have had from one to one and a-half years' tuition. 

"MINUET IN ED"" (Op. 20, No.6) ....... .... . . Kroeger. 

This composition appears h ere for the first time, 
but can be had in sheet-music form by the time 
this number reaches our subscribers. It is an unu
sually graceful number, of a high order of merit, 
and will doubtless become popular with the better 
class of pianists. 

''CHIDE ME NoT" (Mredcbenlied) .. . Meyer-Helmund. 

Meyer-Helmund is not as yet very widely known 
in this country, although he is well and favorably 
known in <3ermany. He bas written quite anum
ber of graceful songs, the one here given being a 
fair sample of his best vein. He is also the author 
of the words-not much to boast of. The English 
version made for our readers is believed to be more 
singable than any other extant. 

"TwiNKLING STARs" (liforceau de Salon) .. G.Lezzi,S.J. 

This composition was dreamed by the composer. 
He dreamed that he was at home, a child again, in 
sunny Italy,while his sister sat at the piano at her 
practice. Presently, she played the first strains of 
this piece-he followed with the next theme, and so 
on to the end. Just what the end would have been, 
however, he never knew, for just as he reached it, 
he was awakened by a tremendous crash of thun
der. A storm was raging out of doors, and it was 
doubtless out of the noise of the wild conflict of 
the elements that the semi-conscious brain of the 
Reverend gentleman had framed this delicate pic
ture of peace. He jotted the piece <lown upon the 
spot, and, later, added, as best he could, the inter
rupted close. 

"GoNDOLIERA" (No.1 of Venezia e Napoli) ..... Liszt. 

This (one of the numbers of Kunkel's Royal Edi
tion) is one of Liszt's most famous compositions. 
It is a great favorite with all first-class pianists. It 
will well repay study at the hands of those who 
are able to master its moderate difficulties. 

The pieces in this number cost in sheet form: 
"PoLo" (Galop de Concert-Duet) . . Dinkgrave,$1.00 
"MINUET IN Eb-" ( Op. 2d, No.6) ........ .'Kroeger, .35 
"CHIDEMENoT"(Mredchenlied) .. Meyer-Helmund, .35 
"TwiNKLING STARS" (Marceau de Salon) ... Lezzi, .50 
"GoNDOLIERA" (N o.l of Venezia e Napoli) .. Liszt, .60 

Total ...... . •....................... . .... . $2.80 

THE STERLING ORGAN CO., 
R. W. BLAKE, Gen'l Mang, 

THE POPULAR 

American I nsfrumenf. 
CONTANING 

THE FAMOUS CHIMES OF 
SWISS BELLS. 

Factories, Derby, Conn. 

N. Y. W A.REROOMS, 

7 and 9 W. 14th St., 
:S:. H. WoEWEN ~CO., Man'il· 

The oil is so disguised that 
the most delicate stomach 

can take it without the 
slightest repugnance. 

REMARKABLE AS A 

FLESH PRODUCER 

PBRSONS GA!N RAPIDLV WHILE TAKING 11'. 

SCOTT'S EMULSBON 
Is acknowledged by numerous ' Phystcians in the Untted States- and mJ.ny 

loretgn countnes to be the Fl NES T and BEST preparation of its das> 
FOR THE RELIEF OF, ~MOST CASI>S A CU~E FOR 

CONSUMPTION, SCROFULA, GEr4ERAl DEBILITY, WASTING DISEASES 
OF CHILDREN AND CHRONIC COUGHS. 

For Sale b:y all Dr11ggista. 

BENT PIANOS. 
(PAR EXCELLENCE.) 

UPRIGHT AND SQUARE. 
ADDRESS: 

OR. M. BENT & C0.,0 
MANUFACTURERS 

453 W. 36th Street, NEW YORK. 

IRENJEUS D. FOULON, 

Attorney and Counselor at Law, 
219 Chestnut Street, 

ST. LOUIS. 
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GLUCK. 

I
H.E great composer, the centenary of whose 

death has been celebrated,* was in many 
senses au epoch maker. Th. e leading ideas 

? which inspired those memorable works of 

~ 
his, which. were the living embodiment of 
his principles, had been advocated before 
his time, and the theory was outlined 

~ by Benedetto Mal'cello in a work entitled 
" Teatro alla Moda," published in 1720; but Gluck 
was the first composer who gave these ideas prac
tical effect in the tangible shape of opera. Like 
many other reformers, Gluck made some failures 
before he made a success; but like all true and earn
est men, his failures set him thinking, forced his 
thoughts inwards, and led him to choose deliber
ately the path which he would carve out for him
self. His earlier operas were well received-indeed 
it was on account of such success as these operas 
met witil that he was asked to come to London in 
1745, to compose operas for the Haymarket Thea
tre. It was here, and not with the earlier works 
alluded to, that he failed. None of the operas com
posed for that theatre succeeded. Handel, in his 
blunt style, called Gluck's music detestable, and 
said that he knew "no more counterpoint than his 
cook." Truth to tell, these works had no original
ity: and his failure in London led him to the con
clusion that Italian opera, as he knew it was 
nothing better than a concert, for which the drama 
furnished the excuse. Gluck returned to Vienna, 
studied much, and thought more and at length 
began to write operas which contained the germs 
of those distinctive q_ uali ties for w hich:he afterwards 
became so famous. He began to study resthetics 
as connected with his art, acquired several lan
guages, learnt something of the literature of vari
ous lands, and cultivated the society of intellectual 
men and women. His "'l'elemacco," brought out 
at Rome in 1750, and" La Olemenza di Tito," pro
duced at Naples in 1751, were separated by a great 
gulf from all he had previously done, and these two 
operas furnished much material for the later '' Ar
mida" and" Iphigenie en Tauride." In these lat
ter operas the parts are linked together; th ere is 
no writmg of fine music for the sake of fine music, 
but the scoreclosely follows each situation, and the 
music is pre-eminently adapted to bring out the 
meaning of the text. Padre Martini said Gluck 
combined in his dramas " all the finest qualities 
of Italian and many of those of .l!"'rencli music, 
with the great beauties of the German orchestra." 

"Iphigenie en A ulide" inaugurated a new epoch 
in the history of French opera. "'rhis severe and 
deeply conceived work," says M. Gustave Chouquet, 
in ~ir George Grove's Dictionary, "transports us 
bodily into Greece; it is pervaded throughout by an 
antique atmosphere, of the days of Sophocles rather 
than of Euripides. What a bold innovation is the 
overture, with the inexorable voice of the oracle 
making itself heard, and with the striking unison 
passage, which at once forces the ruling thought of 
the drama into notice, while it closely connects the 
music with the action on the stage ! Then, again, 
how grand, how just, how pathetic is the declama
tion of all the airs ! .... How skillfully he brings 
in his short incisive symphonies, ancl how much ef
fect he produces by syncopation! How appropri
ately he introduces the orchestra to emphasize a 
word, or to point a dramatic antithesis!" In his 
"Orphee" Gluck makes the oracle of Apollo utter 
its intlexible decree on a repeated note which most 
forcibly portrays ''the immutability of the infernal 
deities." In short Gluck's plan was to make music 
do something more than merely please the ear-he 
desired that it should" point amoral and adorn a 
tale." He brought his genius t o bear upon the 
work, and put into the mouths of his heroes "ac
cents suited to their sentiments and to the spirit 
of the times in which thE> y lived." He made the 
sensuous side of music subservient to the purpose 
he wished it to serve. If the situation called for 
tenderness he could be tender, but he did not put 
soft and amorous passages into the month of an 
angry hero. M. Chouquet, speaking of the letters 
Gluck wrote to authors whose good will he wished to 
obtain, says," In this, as in m ore important points, 
how like Is Gluck to Wagner!" He ought rather 
to have said, "How like is Wagner to Gluck," for 
it is beyond controversy that Gluck Ofened up the 
path in which Wagner elected to wa.k, and that 
Wagner has gone much farther along that path 
than Gluck would ever have dreampt of doing. 
The two are alike only within a very n arrow limit . 
They are at one in the idea that music and drama 
are two parts of one coherent whole; but they are 
not alike in their mode of giving practical effect to 

·~Christoph Willi bald von Gl11ck was born on July 2ni, 1714, 
and died on November 15th, 1787. 

that idea. Gluck was always clear; Wagner is 
often turgid. If Gluck had too little counterpoint, 
Wagner had too much, and in his ''Nibelung's 
Ring" often piles theme upon theme to such an ex
tent that "music" is not the word by which to 
describe the result. Gluck was nat ural; Wagner 
was at times preternatural. Gluck did just enough; 
Wagner did too much. It is not our purpose to 
detract from Wagner's undoubted gemus, but in 
our mind there is no doubt that, the principles of 
both men bein~ much o'n the same lines, Gluck 
kept his genius well under control. while Wagner 
threw the reins on the neck of his rampant steed, 
which eventually ran away with him. The leit
motiv is a good servant but a bad master; Gluck 
made it serve him, and kept it in its place; Wag
nerwas its bond-slave. Any careful student of the 
works of both will admit the justice of comparison. 

Let Gluck speak for himself as to his purpose, as 
his operas speak of the way in which tb.at purpose 
was effected. The following passage is from the 
statement prefixed to "Alceste" :·-

My ideas was that the overture ought to indicate 
the subject and prepare the spectators for the char
acter of the piece they are about to see; that the 
instruments ought to be introduced in proportion 
to the de~ree or-interest and passion in the words; 
and that It was ne ('essary above all to avoid mak
ing too great a disparity between the recitative 
and the air of a dialogue, so as not to break the 
sense of a period or awkwardly interrupt the move
ment and animation of a scene. I also thought 
that my chief endeavor should be to attain a grand 
simplicity, and consequ~ntly I have avoided mak
ing a parade of difficulties at the cost of clearness; 
I have set no value on novelty as such, unless it 
was naturally suggested by ~he situation and suit
ed the expression; in short there was no rule 
which I did not consider myself bound to sacrifice 
for the sake of effect. 
If any candid reader of this passage will take an 

opportunity of studying "tiiegfried" or the "Got
terdammering," he w1ll put a grE>at space be
tween Gluck and Wagner in everything but the 
!earling idea with which each set out as a reformer. 
-Musical Standard. 

------~------

OPERA IN THE VERNACULAR. 

accustomed are our people to hear the 
great operas as sung in Italian, even when 
the singers like Adelaide Phillips, Patti, 
Kellogg, Valda, are born to the English 
tongue, that we fancy, says The Art Jour
nal, that all grand operas are Italian in 
origin, and everywhere sung in that mel
lifluous tongue. But such is not the case. 

~"'rench composers write for French librettos, and 
German composers for German. Wagner wrote 
Lohen grin, not in Italian. though it is so often 
sung in Italian, but in German. Gounod's Faust 
was not written in either German or Italian 
(though the story is German, and the performance 
here is either German or Italian), but in French, 
his own language. 

Balfe wrote his Bohemian Girl, in English, for 
England, yet there are those who'' can't abide that 
opera in English." 

Italian opera may indeed be heard in Paris, at 
lesser establishments; but if you go to the Grand 
Opera House, yon always hear French. Go to the 
Royal 0 per a in Dresden, and you bear German. 
Go to San Carlo, at Naples, or the Scala, at Milan, 
and you hear ·Italian. How do they manage with 
operas not written in their own tou gues? They 
sing translations, of course-just what we ought 
to have, and insist upon. People listen to Star 
of the .North or Martha in English, and affect
edly declare they like the original Italian so much 
better-ignorant that th e original of Meyerbeer's 
and Flotow's opera is French, and that they have 
probably never heard these operas in the original. 
Wagner did not write the Flying Dutchman in 
Italian, but in German. 

Opera will not be on the right American footing 
till we can go and do likewise,-till we can hear the 
opera commonly in our vernacular, reserving for
eign renditions, as we reserve foreign plays, for 
occasiona l and exceptional side-dishes. We trans
late Schiller's tragedy of William TelL Why not 
translate also Rossini's operatic version on the 
same story? More than half the charm of f::ialvini's 
and Bernhardt's acting is lost by our unfamiliarity 
with their speech. The plot we may follow, but a 
thousand niceties of phrase we lose. Away with 
pretense! The libretto is an intrusive nuisance; 
and even cultivated audiences of English talkers, 
do not, can not, take in a strange tongue as if it 
were their mother's milk. To this we tend-operas 
vf all nationalities to be given in our native dialect. 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

BOSTON. 

BOSTON, December 19, 1887. 
EDITOR KUNKEL'S MUSICAL R!!:VIEW :-The music has run in 

blocks this mouth. We have had it at wholesale. Everybody 
has been seized with a mania. to give a. series of concerts. 
They are no longer satisfied with a. single musical recital. 
Messrs. Klindworth, Maas, Faelton, Heinrichs, Winch, the 
Kneisel Quartette and a host of others have been giving sets 
of from two to six concerts each, and all the clubs have 
added the commencement of their series. Professor Klind
worth is certainly very great as a. musician, but he is by no 
means equally so as a. pianist. Perhaps I had built up too 
many expectations, but I was certainly unprepared for the 
spasmodic style of his pl~tying, and at times th ere were badly 
blurred passages. I liked nim, however, much better in 
Chopin's works than in those of Beethoven. Mr. Maas 
played splendidly at his opening concert in Miller Hall. His 
performance of Schumann's great Fantasia io C was mugniti- · 
ccntly broad and noble. In the ensemble work with string 
quartette the performance was also perfect. I was much im
pressed with a Romanza from Mr. r<Iaas' Violin Concerto (solo 
purt finely given by Mr. Kneisel) which seemed to me the 
tlnest composition he has yet given forth. I had the oppor
tunity of studying the score while at Gloucester with the 
composer, during the snmmer, and found it remarkably fine. 
Mr. Faelton fini~hed his series of concerts (8poken of last 
month) in excellent style. By the way, the only celebration 
ot Beethoveu's birthday in Boston, was due to Mr. Faclton, 
who gave a nominal programme, with the assistance of 
Messrs. Mahr, Rotoli and Elson, and some advanced pupils, 
a.t the New England Conservatory of Mnsic, Decemt.er 17. 
There are concerts almost every night at the Conservatory, 
and I do not attempt to chronicle them, but as this was the 
only recognition of Beethoven's birthday, I ~;end the pro
gramme: 

Address by Mr. Louis C. Elson. 

3elections from Beethoven's Works.- LARGO AND RONDO, 
from Piano Sonata, D-major, Op. 10. No. 3. Mr. A. B. Alli
son. ALLEGRO, from Piano Concerto, C-major, Op. 15, Miss 
Eav Alden, (the Orchestral Accompaniment played on a Rec
ond pi:!no by Mr. Carl Faelton). SONG, "In questa tomba," 
Mi8S Flora Finlayson, (Piano A<:>compa.niment: Signor Augus to 
Rotoli). SoN ATO for Piano and Violin, D-major, Op. 12, No.1, 
ALLEGRO CON BRIO. TEMA CON V ARIAZlONI. RONDO AT,l.EGRO . 
hfisn l!.'dna Lewis and Mr. W. II. Cl1essman, (Ensemble Class of 
Mr. Emi t Mahr) . ALLEGRO CON BRIO, from Piano Concerto, C
mlnor. Op. 37, Miss Fannie Payne, (the Orchestral Accompani
ment played on a 8econd Piano by Mr. Carl Faelten). 

Messrs. I'etersilea and Elson are to give a series of educa
tiounl concerts down town next month, in which analyatical 
·remar·R swill be given regarding each number of the pro
grumme, thus helping- the auditors" to dilate with the proper 
emotion" a new idea in Boston. 

'Mr. Heinrichs (assisted by Miss Walker) &'ave three very 
musical programmes made up of German lude1· during the 
month. He made a fine impression, but I found his Erl King 
too distorted to snit my taste, and as I follow the version of 
my esteemed teRcher-the lamented August Kreissmann-I 
have a reliable standard in the matter. Mr. Winch gave 
ltalian, German and English songs, and was received enthus
iastically by a fashionable audience, He sometimes sings a 
bit too sentimentally, but is a valuable concert singer for all 
that. Mr. w. L. Whitney, the son of the great Myron, assisted 
at the first concert. He has, like his father a fine bass voice, 
which he u!ies artistically. I did not altogether hke his per
formance of Reinecke's "Schoene Kellnerin" (the finest set of 
drinking songs in the German language) for he took them too 
fast. I have heard Knpellmeister Reinecke give the accom
paniments to some of these (in his pleasant home in the 
Querstrasse in Leipsic) and they gain bv a slower tempo in 
some of t1' e numbers. Perhaps I was prejudiced by the ter
rible translations given on the programme. Let me give a 
sample: 

"DER KIRCH GANG.'' 

Will ich in die Kirchegehn, 
Blelb' ich bei dem Keller stehn; 

Zugeschlossen ist das 'l'hor, 
Aber sieh', wer sitzt davor? 

Zu der schone Kellnerin 
Setz ich auf der Bank mich hin, 

Darf sie schencken keinen Wein, 
Da.rf sie doch mir freundlich sein. 

Kind, ein freundliches Gesicht 
Istja keine SUnde nlcht. 

Kann ich sitzen fromm bei dir 
Ist's wie in der Kirche hier. 

Von der Kirche sprech' ich auch, 
Willes so des Sonntags Brauch 

Von dem heiligen Altar, 
Von dem grtin bekrlinsten Haar; 

Stille, Stille! 

Stille, still', wer weiss wie welt 
Von uns Beiden ist die Zeit, 

Wo uns Gott der Herr bescheert, 
Was uns besser be ten lehrt I 
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Factory, 524 to .-528 West 43d St., NEW YORK. 
~SEND FOR CATALOGUE.~ 

MA 'l.,HIAS' 

PATENT PIANO FOOTSTOOL, 
WITH PEDAL ATTACHMENT FOR YOUNG PUPILS. 

This Footstool should be witl 
every piano on which childrer 
are to play. Highly recom 
mended by the most prominen• 
teachers-among others; S. B 
Mills, Fred. Brandeis, Chas 
Kunkel, Louis Staab . A. J. Davis 
A. Paur, Chas. Heydtmaun, H 
S. Perkins, W. C. Coffin, etc. 

.o:tr~Send for Circulars. 
L. MA.THIA.S, 30& Summit St •• Toledo, 0. 

J. & C. FISCHER, 
Manufacturers of 

Warerooms and Manufactory, 

415 to 427 W. 28th Street, NEW YORK. 

JARDINE & SON, 
ORGAN BUILDERS, 

318 & 320 East 39th St., N. Y. 
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C. A. ZOEBISCH & SONS, 
Importers of 1nd Wholesale Dealers in 

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, STRINGS, &c. 
Depot of C. F. MARTIN & CO'S Celebrated GUITARS 

"BOl!liUt" GEN'C'INE "WEYEi" & "ALBRECH'I"' FL'C''l'ES and PICCOLOS. 

No. 46 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK. 
All the newest styles. of BRASS and GERMAN 

S~L YER Instruments constantly on 
hand 01• made to o1•der. 

DECKER & SON, 
{ESTABLISHED 18.56.) 

CRAND, SQUARE, AND UPRICHT 

PIXlA.Il.VIOI&t. 
Endorsed by all the Prominent Artists, Musician~, and 

Critics for Tone, Touch, and Supenor Workmanship. 

The Highest Standard of Excellence Attained 
and Maintained. 

FA.OTORY AND WAREROOMS. 
1550 Third Avenue 1 Cor• 87th Street, New York. 

CAUTION.-No connection with o.ny other house of o. simtlo.r name. 

J. S. BARREIRAS, General Agent, 
1680 OLIVE STREET, ST. LOUIS, JIIO. 

T. BAHNSEN, 

Piano Warerooms and Factory 
NO. 1520 OLIVE STREET. 

---~-'-
Pianos Repaired and Tuned at prices 

that defy competition. 

HENRY KILCEN, 

Church Organ Builder, 
No. 813 N. 21st Street, St. Louis. 

Tuning and Repairing promptly attended to. 

Have on hand a New Organ of 12 Stop11-enclosed 
in •well and 2 Combination Pedals. 

THE WALK TO CHURCH. 

On my way towards the church, 
By the tavern I make a halt. 

Born~ one sits before the door; 
If I stop' tis all her fault. 

Lovely hostess of the sun, 
Tho' I may not drink to-day, 

Friendly talk we still may have, 
That shall while the hours away. 

Child, a look of kind regard 
Is no sin, be sure of that, 

And tho' Sunday it were hard, 
If we dared not speak of love, 

I will talk of sacred things, 
Fitted to the holy day; 

Of the altar and the mass, 
Pilgrim-like, in amice gray. 

Softly ! Softly ! 

Hush, my love! who knows how near 
Is the time for both of us; 

When the words of prayer appear 
All that we can listen to! 

You will note the beauty of the rhymes in the English 
version. 

The Kneisel Quartette need no praise from any one, for they 
have won a reputation second to no string quartette on this 
side of the water. Their performance is the perfection of m
semble work. They rehearse like beavers at work, and the 
result is evident in every conce1 t they give. 

The Symphc.ny Orchestra have ~one on a short Southern 
tour, and have left us for a week without a Symphony. For a 
Bostonian to be without a Symphony on Satu• day is as unus
ual as to be without beans and bro'.vnbreao on Sunday. But 
we have survived. The Symphony concerts were ruther 
light this month, e,s if to mate the parting easier. One 
great concert, however, was that of two weeks ago. when 
Spohr's Consecration of Tones (which has been called the 
consecration of semi-tones on account of its constant chro
matics) was given with Beethoven's Eroic:t Symphony. Of 
counie when earthen pot and iron kettle clash. it is bud for 
the pot, and therefore, spite of the ingenuity and the melodic 
grace of the first work, the Heroic Beethoven Symphony 
caused it to se(lm very tame. Yet Spohr looked down upon 
Beethoven! The ''Consecration" is what the symphony 
might have been if composers had kept to the Haydn lines of 
construction. As it is the Beethoven works overshadow the 
earlier type of symphonies, as the Cologne Cathedral over
shadows the pretty hotels around it. Next week the Sym
phony Orchestra returns and barbarously insistR on giving a 
concert on Christmas eve, which jars wmewhat on the feel· 
ings of CoMES. 

MUSIC IN ST. LOUIS. 

The performance of Dvorack's "Rpectre's Bride'' last 
month, was sufficiently important and meritorious to de!'!erve 
mention, and the omission of a notice by us was quite uuin
tentional-the result of a slip of memory. At this late dAy 
we will not dilate upon the event. The work is a meritorious 
one, the music highly descriptive of the text.. Miss Henrietta 
Beebe (Mrs. Lawton) and Mr. W. H. Lawton of New York and 
Mr. Geo . Wiseman of St. Louis, taking respectively the solo, 
soprano, tenor and baritone solos. which were all g-iven in 
good style. The work of Mr. Wiseman was particularly clean 
11.nd musicianly. Mr. Otten had his orchestra and chorus well 
in hand and both did excellently, the result being one of the 
very best performances ever given by the Choral Society. It 
i11 to be sincerely regretted that the audience was not much 
larger. · 

The fttmous piauist, Mme. Rive-King gave two concerts at 
Memorial Hall on December 17 and 18, to good audiences. The 
programmes for the two concerts were the following: 

PROGRAMMR FOR FIRST CoNCER'f.-NlCODE, Sonata, op. 19. 
a . Allegro affettuoso. b. Adagio. c. Menuetto. d. Allegro 
ag-itato. HADYN, Song. ''My Mother Bids Me Bind My Hair." 
SGAMBATI, "Prelude," A-minor. SAINT·SA'EN8, Tocatta F # 
1\!inor. KROEGER. Elfenreigen !Dance of the Elves), op. 17. 
SCHllMANN, Song, "He the Noblest." LISZT, Rhapsodie Hon
groise, No. 12. BECKER, S011g, "Spring Tide." SAINT· SA ENS, 
2nd Concerto, op. 21. a. Andante sostenuto. b. Allegro Scher
zando. c. Presto. Orchestral Accompaniment on a ~Pcond 
Piano by Charlell Kunkel. The vocal numbers by Mrs. Will. J. 
Evans, Soprano. 

. PROGRAMME FOR SECOND CoNCERT. NICOD'R:, Variationen 
nnd P'uee uber ein Original Thema, op. 18. BACH, Song, "My 
Heart Ever Faithful." CHOPIN, a. Berceuse, op. 57. b. An
dante and Rondo. op. 16. MEYER-HELJ\IUND, Songs a. "Maiden's 
Song." b. Warning. SMITH, Gavotte STRAUSS-RIVE-KING. 
Waltz, ''Wiener Bon Bons." RIVE-KING, Gems of Scotland. 
ToURS, Song, "Because of Thee." LISZT, Hungarian Fantasie, 
Orche~tral Accom,paniment on a Second Piano by Charles Kun
kel. The vocal numbers by Mrs. Will. J. Evans, Soprano. 

That Mme. King played well is a matter of course. We 
doubt whether she could play badly, if she tried, but she 
played, it seemed to us, with more than her ordinary dash 
and added to her magnificent technique that element of 
re-creative imagination, of which we speak editorily else
where in this issue, which stamps a performance as truly 
artistic. Mrs. Evans is a lady of preposessing appearance, 
with a pleasing voice, but evidently only a limited experience 
of the concert stage. She was, of course, over-shadowed by 
Mme. King, and appeared to be conscious of the fact-a feeling 
which doubtlessly robbed her of a part of her power as a singer. 

THE first concert of the 1887·8 series of the Mendelssohn 
Quintette Club, was given at Memorial Hall on the evening of 
December 13-a good andience in attendance. The following 
was the programme: 

1. QUARTf,TTE (E~). Mozart, a. Allegro. b. Andante. c. 
Menuetto. d. Allegro Vivace. 2. ALTO SOLO, "Day Ugh t is 
Waning," Malilotti. Mrs. Oscar H. Bollman. 3. VIoLIN SoLo, 
Concerto, Mendelssohn, a. Allegro Appassionato. b. Andante. 
c. Allegro Vivace, Mr. Geo. Heerich. 4. QUARTETTE, a. 
Kinderstuecke, Mendelssohn; b. Moment Musical, Schubert. 
5. ALTO SoLO, "Fly Blrdllng, Through the Verdant Wood," 
Hoffman, Mrs. Oscar H. Bollman. QUINTETTE, op. 49, Becker. 
a. Allegro. b. Adagio. c. Allegro. 

What business the badly arranged Kinderstuecke had upon 
this programme, it is difficult to see. The Becker Quartette 
(the only novelty on the programme) seemed to us more 
learned than interesting. The best rendered of the con
certed numbers was the opening quartette. Mr. Heerich 
played his solo in magnificent style. Mrs. Bollman sang as 
usual, that is to say, very well. 

SOLE 

MANUFACTUUERS 

OF THE 

"BIJOU" AND "SEPARABLE" 
UPRIGHT PIANOS. 

Full Iron Plate. Action ,,.m stand climatic changes. 
Factory, 333 & 835 w. 8oth Street N YO k 
Warerooms, s. w. Cor. 34th St., & 7th Ave. ew r I 

BEETHOVEN CONSERVATORY, 
1603 Olive Street, 

All branches of music taught at this Institution 
and every one represented by a first-class 

TEACHER AND PERFORMER. 
This Conservato1y keeps open all Summer for the 

accommodation of rJUpils and sttch teachers as wish to 
perfect themselves dU?·ing the Summer Term. 

TuiTiON-$15 and $21 per quarter, either for In
strumental or Vocal lessons. Scholars may enter 
at any time. The beginning of their quarter com
mences with the first lesson they take. 

Send for circulars. 

RIDG!CLY & <00. 
75 and 77 Worth Street, 

NEW YORK. 

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF 

PIANO COVERS 
AND SCARFS. 

THE MARSHALL & WENDELL 
PIANOFORTE MFG. CO. 

ALBANY, NEW YORK. 

Manufacturers of First -Class Pianos. 
HENRY RUSSELL, President. 

J. V. MARSHALL, Superintendent. 
HARVEY WENDELL, Man. and Treaa. 

JOHN LOUGHRAN, Sttereta.ly. 
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~ Grand, Square STECK and Upright. 
·----~ .-----------------·····························-·······----

Factory: 34th Street, bet. lOth and 11th Avenues. 

WAREROOMS: No. 11 East Fourteenth Street, NEW YORK. 

J. G. Earhuff Organ & Piano Co. 
Manufacturers of the only 

ABSOLUTELY MOUSE AND DUST PROOF 

~~:QBQ~J~:::~ 
IN THE UNITED STATES. PAT. JULY 6th, 1886. 

53 and 55 Pearson, near Wells Street, CHICAGO, ILL. 

CONOVER BROS. 
.SMANUFACTURERS CF ~ 

UPRIGHT PIANOS. 
Among our valu~tble imvrovements, appreciated by pianists and salesmen, are 

our Patent Action, Patent Metal Action Rail and Patent 'relescopic Lamp Bracket. 
Our Pianos are endorsed by such eminent judges as Mme. Rive-King, Robt. 

Goldbeck, Uhas. Kunkel, Anton Streletzki, E. M. Bowman, Gustave Krebs, G. W. 
!:iteele, Hartman, of San Francisco, and many others. 

Manufactory and Warerooms, iOO & 402 W. Htb Street, Cor. 9th Avenue, 
N'E~ Y"<>Fl.~. 

Henry F. Miller 
PIANOS. 

J. A. KIESELHORST, 
General 'Manager for St. Louis. 

MANUFACTURER 

1111 Olive Street. GARMENTS. 

PIANO DACTYLION. 
A new invention of great practical value and 

real benefit to the Piano Player. 
To strengthen the fingers. 
To improve the touch. . 
To ensure flexibility and rapidity. 
To give correct position of the hand. 
To save time and a vast amount of labo1•. 

Used, endorsed, and highly recommended by the 
best of Pianists a.nd Teachers, among whom-
MAD. JULIE RIVE-KING. MR. S. B. MILLS. 
MR. CHA.S. KUNKEL. MR. H. G. ANDRES. 
MR. ARMIN DOERNER, MR. OTTO SINGER. 

MR. GEO. SCHNEIDER. 

Introduced at, and used b;v, the different Col· 
leges of Music in Cincinnati. 

AGl!:N'l'S WAN'l'l!:D J!lV!BYWIIEI!.E. S&ndfor Circula.rs. 

Li E. LEVASSOR, Manufacturer, 
· ;4. W. Fourth St., Cincinnati, o. 

Musical Items has ceased to be published. We regret it, for it 
was a well-edited little journal and in the hands of a more 
competent publisher would have been a success. 

LoNDON has 425 music halls, with a total seating capacity of 
200.000, about 75,000 more than the capacity of the sixty 
theatres, so that a natural conclusion would be that the music 
hall is the popular form of music with the British public. 

'fHE Eong Friend says: "In the past eight years many 
music journals have 'bobbed up serenely,' but their meteoric 
tails have faded from view in many cases. H there is not a 
• felt want' for a paper it becomes the editor's duty to make 
the 'want felt.' If he fails in this, the 'stnews of war' 
will soon effervesce and the whitt- flag must Jioat from the 
outer walls." We'd like to see the "meteoric tails" whose 
•· sinews of war" so rapidly "effervesce" that as a result, a 
"white flag must float from the outer wall." Brother Straub 
is now entitled to put a Me or an 0' before his name, for he 
has outdone the Irish barrister who exclaimed: "Your 
Honor, I smell a rat- I see it floating through the atmosphere 
-but I'll nip it in the bud." 

DIFFICULTIES have arisen between the authorities of the 
National Conservatory of Music and Mme. Jlma di Murska. 
Coufiding in the potency of Mme. di Murska's name as a mag
net, and in the ability of the lady to impart to students the 
vocal execution which in -years bygone startled and dt:ligLted 
Europe and America, an engagement of eight months was 
given her, the monthly salary for her services as principal in
structress in the conservatory being fixed at $1,000. The salary 
due Mme. di Murska for the month of November-the first 
month of her engagement-was forwarded her before she 
sailea for New York. Since her arrival all sorts of discoveries 
have been made many of the pupils have declined continuing 
their studies under her direction, and, in brief, the breach has 
become so wide t.hat it may be found impossible to bridge it 
over.-N. Y. Sun. 

IT is a well-established fact that our personal and distln· 
guishing characteristics enter into the smallest acts of our 
lives, and are expressed in the minutest and most insignificant 
things we do. So the individualities of touch are as various 
as are the dispositions and character of each and every one of 
us. By careful and analyatical study of the playing of those 
who are recognized as the world's foremost representatives of 
the art of piano-forte playing, we discover that no two of them 
are exactly alike, each one possessing some special, specific 
and personal trait, which marks him out and distinguishes 
him from the others. Indeed, the wide difference in the style 
of players of acknowledged superiority is apparent to a casual 
observer. Some may be classified as dramatic and others as 
lyric-some as heroic and grand, others as delicate and grace
ful; some are brilliant and startling, others sympathetic and 
expressive, some take by storm, while others gently win their 
way in an insinuating and tender manner. There ure Niagaras 
and there are beautiful fields and flower gardens, and combi
nations of every possible degree and variety.-Wm. Mason. 

WE grieve to have to confess that Mr. Charles Kunkel some
times engages in rash wagers. It was but an hour ago (Decem
ber 23) that "ye editor" and Mr. Victor Ehling, the well· 
known P.ianist, chanced to meet at the office of Kunkel Broth
ers, while Mr. Kunkel was opening his last morning mail. 
He picked up a letter postmarked •· Chicago,'' and recognizing 
it as coming from 111r. W. S. B. Matthews, he said: "Gentle
men, I will bet you a bottle of Koehler's best Sect Champagne 
that this is an order for music and that I can name three of 
the pieces ordered. Now Mr. Ebling and "ye editor" are 
strictly moral and much opposed to betting, but they did not 
like to be "bluffed" and the bet was accepted. Here was Mr. 
Kunkel's guess: "Waltz in A b:. Moszkowski; Polonaise in E, 
Liszt; Rigoletto, Liszt"-and here is the order: Rubinstein 
Valse Caprice in E b:; Kammeuoi Ostrow, and melody in D; 
Liszt Consolation in Db:; Grieg Suites Norses. No.1 and 2, and 
Godard Gavotte, op. 16. Mr. Kunkel now thinks of going to 
guessing school. He and Mr. Ehling drank the wine while we 
looked on disconsolately sipping seltzer. But Mr. Ebling 
says the wine was excellent indeed. 

"So-CALLED picturesque music basal ways been credited with 
an intention to rival the brush; it has been supposed that it 
aspired to paint the aspect of the forest, mountains, or the 
meanderings of a brook through the meadow-this was the 
supposition of a gratuitous absurdity. 

"It is very evident that things entirely objective are out of 
the province of music, and that the merest tyro in the art of 
painting could, with one touch of the brush, better depict a 
landscape than the most consummate musician, with all the 
resources of the most magnificent orchestra at his command. 

"But these very objects, in their effect upon a soul of A. cer· 
tain calibre-these subjective objects, if I may thus express 
myself, transformett into reverie, meditation, ecstacy-do they 
not possess a singular affinity with music? And does not 
music, in its turn, know how to produae them in its own mys
terious language? Must we conclude that because the rigor
ous have taxed the introduction of the quail ana the cucko in 
the Pastoral Symphony as puerile, Beethoven was, therefore, 
in error, in endeavoring to place the picture before the soul of 
a smiling landscape, a happy country, a bucolic festival, sud
denly interrupted by an unexpected storm? Does not Berlioz, 
in his "Harold Symphony.' • vividly bring before us moun
tainous scenes, and the religious effect of bells gradually 
dying away amongst tortuous path•? 

"Can any one pretend that, to render poetic music a vehicle 
for the expression of human passions-rage, love, despair-it 
is indispensably necessary to seek the aid of some stupid 
refrain of a romance, or an explanatory liberetto ?"-Franz 
Lisz.t on Robert Schumann. 
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STEINW A Y PIANOS 
J. MOXTER & co. 

NO. 912 OLIVE STREET. 

Steinway Pianos, Gabler Pianos, Kurtzman Pianos, Engel & Scharf Bros. Pianos. 

~We make a specialty of :Renting, Tuning and .Repairing Pianos. 

106, 108 & 110 Broadway, BUFFALO, N.Y. 

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. 

JAMES HOGAN PRINTING CO. 10 CENT MUSIC. 
M 1 Send 10 Cents for One M 1 

Uslc or 30 Cents for Four USIC 
Pieces Choice Music. 

Re2~1a..:r Price, $1.S~. 
Pres. Cleveland's March, Litho. Portrait, Schleijat·th, 40 Cts. 

)ARTISTIC( 

jrinting 5fit~ograp~ing 
Gen. Boulanger's March. Great hit, Rosewig, 35 Cts. 
Sweetheart Waltzes, Gipsy Baron Strauss, 75 Cts. 
Call Me Back Schottische. Very popular, - Fisher, 35 Cts. 

MAKE A SPEOIALTY OF FINE WORK. 
Catalogue of ~153 pieces 10 cent Music mailed free. 

Send for it. 
~Music Teachers send for Special Discount. 

413 & 41!J N. Third Street, ST. LOUIS. 

S. R. HUYETT, St. Joseph, Mo. 

BRAHMS' new concerto for violin, violincello and orchestra 
will be produced under the master's direction, and performed 
by Joachim and Hausmann at the first Gurzenich concert, Col
ogne, and at the New Year's concert of the new Leipsic Ge
wandhaus. 

Two very common faults which an organist has to contend 
with in congregational singing are singing out of tune and 
dragging. How can he remedy them? A congregation is more 
liable to get flat than sharp, and when & fall in tone is discov
ered, means should be immediately applied to correct it, or it 
may get so bad as to be generally observable, The best plan 
is to draw all the foundation stops, and thus obtain a solid vol
ume of tone. If it happens in a hymn, it is well at the end of 
the verse to sustain the chord rather more than usual, to draw 
the attention of those in fault to the flatting. This will 
generally cure it, especially if the following verse is begun 
fairly loud by the organist. If the voices become sharp, the 
quickest remedy is to get the voices down to piano or pianissimo 
even, for in nine cases out of ten the fault is the result of sing
ing too loudly. 'l'he above cure for flatting sometimes answt>rs 
equally well to remedy sharping. 

AN IMPORTANT DISCOVERY.-A journal (L'Italia) published 
in Rome gives an account of a recent discovery which has 
especial interest. In the course of excavations beneath the 
Church of the Apostles St. John and St. Paul the workmen 
discovered two apartments of a Roman house of the fourth 
century, one of which, seven meters long by four wide, was 
believed to be the tablinum. "The most curious feature was 
that in the tablinum, in addition to pagan paintings in the 
taste of the time, such as animals, hippocampi, f<:!stal scenes, 
and allegorical decorations, there were other paintings of a 
Christian character. One represented Moses taking off his sand
als to ascend the mountain and receive the tablets of stone, a. 
design similar to that found at Saint Calliste. The second is a 
woman in the attitude of prayer, clothed in a long robe, a veil 
on her head, a colla " of pearls around her neck. This is the 
first time that there have been found in a Roman house, in its 
'noble' part, paintings in the Christian sentiment-paintings 
which up to the present time have been met with only in the 
catacombs." 

MALIBRAN could speak fluently French, Engli~h, Italian and 
Spanish. Her conversation was replete with imagination, 
originality and grace. When in rapid conversation, her viva
city carried her away, and if she could not immediatelv recol~ 
lect a particular word in the langunge in which she happened 
to be speaking, she would immediately resort to another 
language for a term to express her meaning. "We have 
heard her," says the writer, "in the same evening sing in five 
different languages, giving with equal truth and character the 
intense and passionate scene from 'Der Freisclluetz,' and those 
sprightly and charming Proven'"al airs, many of which were 
composed by herself" Nothing gratified her more than to 
depart from her usual cast of character, the queens and hero
ines of the serious opera, and to take comic and even bur
lesque parts. For this extraordinary woman, like all persons 
of superior genius, was actuated by an uncontrollable desire 
to exercise all the various talPnts with which she was so liber
ally gifted . She was not prompted by vaulty, but by the force 
of her own genius. 

THE authorship of "Ma1 y Had a Little Lomb" has been 
ascribed to various persons, and many romantic stories have 
been told regarding its composition. To Mrs. Sarah J . Hale' a 
family we are indebted for the following account of the cir
cumstances which led to its production: 

In 1827 Dr. Lowell Mason was induced to lend his musical 
talents to Boston, and, while there, gave especial attention to 
the training of children in vocal music, being the first person 
to introduce singing into the public schools. ln order to make 
these singing-classes attractive, Dr. Mas0n requested Mrs. 
Hale and other writers to furnish him with verl:les suited to 
the capacity of children, and of a kind to interest them. In 
response to this request, Mrs. Hale ever ready to lend a hand 
in any good work, composed a serie11 of little poems for child
ren, which were set to music by Mr. Mason and sung in the 
schools of Boston and afterward throughout the country. 
Among these were the well-known "If ever I see, on bush or 
tree" and the world-famous "Mary's Lamb" which was founded 
on an incident of the writer's own childish experience. A 
farmer's daughter, she had had in her New Hampshire home 
her own little pet lamb, that followed her wherever she went. 
Devotedly fond of animals and making pets of birds and 
kittens from her earliest to her latest years, this busy editor 
and mother of a family turned aside from her pressing ca1es 
to write these verses, which have found a sympathetie echo ill 
the hea!ts of children all over the country.-Philaddphia 
Times. . 

THE LARGEST STATUE IN THE WORLD.-Near the small town 
of Bamian, in Afghanistan. at the foot of the Ilindoo Koosh 
chain of mountains, several colossal statues were discovered 
about a year ago, which in point of size excel any represen
tation of the human form ever carvert by the hand of man. 
The valley in which Bamian is situated is bordered by precip
itous cliffs of bard conglomerate rock. and in the sides of one 
of the cliffs five immense statues have been cut out of the 
solid rock, the largest of which is no less than a hundred and 
seventy-three feet in height. When it is remembered that the 
Statue of Liberty in New York Harbor is but a hundred and 
thirty-seven feet high, the immense proportiom: of this re
markable work of antiquity will be better appreciated . Rude 
galleries and staircases are cut in these figures, by which 
access can be gained to the heads, the same as in our modern 
colossal statues. Some time after the completion of the statue 
its draperies were formed by masses of stucco molded into 
their proper shape and fastened to it. Numerous holes, still 
visible, are said to have been made for the purpose of holding 
the stucco in place. The general appearance of these statues 
indicate that they were the work of the Buddhist monks, who 
were very numerous in this region about the time of the 
Christian era The largest one at least was doubtless mea11t 
to be a representation of Buddha. They were probably made 
about nineteen hundred years ago. Alexander the Great 
passed throug-h this valley in the fourth century before Christ, 
but the historians of his expedition make no mention of them, 
A Chinese pilgrim, Huen Tsan !!, visited Bamian about 630 A. 
D., and gave the first description of which we have any 
knowledge; but even then the statues were very old, and the 
handful of monks remaining would have been utterly incap
able of performing such an immense work. It is to the mod
ern English and l\ussian explorers that we are indebted for 
the rediscovery of these remarkable monuments, which are 
certainly worthy of being ranked among the ancient wonders 
of the world.-Popular Science News. 
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BUTLER'S POCKET INHALER 
AND 

CARBOLATE OF IODINE 

INHALANT. 
A certain cure for Catarrh, Bron

chitis, Asthma, and all diseases of the Throat and Lungs
even Consumption, if taken in season. It will break up a 
Cold at once. It is the King of Cough Medicines. A few 
inhalations will correct the most Oft'enstve Breath. Carried 
as handily as a penknife; always ready. To singers it is in
valuable. This is the only Inhaler approved by physi
cians of every school, and endorsed by the Standard Medical 
Journals of the world. Over 400,000 in use. Sold by all drug
gists for St. By mail, S1.25. W. H. SMITH & CO., Propri
etors, 410 Michigan St., Buffalo, N. Y. 

EVERY SINGER SHOULD READ 

THE THROAT AND VOICE. 
By P ·rof. J. SoUs Cohen, ltC. D., 

Late Professor in Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, 
Lecturer on the Physiology and Hygiene of the 

Voice in the National School of Oratory, etc . 
12mo Illustrated Cloth, 50 Cents. 

aJQrWritten for general readers, this little book is devoid of 
technicalities. It explains the Physiology of the Throat and 
Voice, their proper care, use, etc .. in health and disease. May 
be ordered through any bookseller, or upon receipt of price 
will be sent post-paid to any address. 

P. BLAKISTON SON & CO., 
1012 Walnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, P A. 

- ALL EARNEST STUDENTS AND TEACHERS 
Of the Pianoforte or Organ should send for descrip-

tive circular, etc., of the 

MANUMONEON. 
Address, GUSTAV L. BECKER, 

150 E. 82nd St., New York. 

AUGUST MEYER, 
T¥0ROUGH 

TEACHER OF ZITHER, 
No. 1220 PARK AVENUE, 

Office Box at Balmer & Weber's. 

BEST BATH EVER KNOWN. 

Cleveland School of Music. 
A complete course of instruction in Piano, Voice. Organ, 
Violin, all Orchestral Instruments, Harmony, Theory, Musi
cal form, expression, etc. Terms begin January 31st, April 
9th, summer term June 22d. Send for catalogue. 

ALFRED ARTHUR. Director, 
44 Euclid Avenue, CLEVELAND, 0. 

PUBLISHERS' 

ADVERTISING AGENT 

A.L. POPE 

~dvertbi~ing ~anagert 

KUNKEL'S 

Musical Review. 
Write for Rates. 

ATeFOLKSe 

WHY LACK OF TASTE IN NATIVE MUSIC. 

E growl about the lack of native talent 
in the several branches of music, but to 
speak truth we have men and methods 
to teach all we need to know, and this 
should equal anything that has ever 
been learned in, and brought home from 
foreign musical academies. Let us once 
and forever give up the craze about for-

eign musical art and artists. Let us encourage our 
own conductors, singing masters, composers, vo
calists, and instrumentalists. These are all here 
with us, living, and some few prospering, upon the 
gains of the clear-sighted few who listen to them 
and take instruction from them, but the battle is 
against them. There must be a national revolution
ary effort in this direction. English art is not, and 
season after season brings with it the exasperating 
circumstance of hordes who sight to a nicety the 
barometer of English musical turn and sentiment. 
Had we no piano-forte makers here capable of 
holding their own with any makers in the world; 
were there not men capable of wielding the baton 
w1th any foreign conductor; were our best-and 
these are English-singing masters lacking in the 
traditions and styles that have always obtained in 
this country; had we no really eminent violinists, 
flutists, organists, worthy of the world's survey; 
were there not many others in every branch of the 
art lingering between eminent mediocrity and act
ual greatness, simply for the want of what it is in 
the power of theu countrymen at large to give 
them, their unqualified confidence and patronage; 
then we might reasonably go out into the highways 
and by-ways of art and compel to come in and per
manently dwell with us those who now pay us vis
its with a regularity and promptness which every 
new season renders only more marked. But there 
will be no need to call . in help if we will but enter 
into a compact to believe in our own resources in
stead of looking abroad for artistic material and 
as,istance-a process which only defeats the very 
end for which we call it in. Let us be as other 
countries, more selfish of a musical exclusiveness, 
if we really desire this long yearned for national 
identity. If not, then bury the subject and the 
thought of a characteristic musical style once and 
forever. Let all combine to see what there is that 
is truly musically English in our very midst, and, 
having agreed upon this point, it will be compara
tively easy to mark out a road to the goal so de
voutly to be desired. My proposition is to remove 
all foreign influences from the English musical stu
dent. If my brother is to learn harmony and com
position, I will urge him to school under Mr. John 
G., instead of Herr Fugueundwindem. Had I a 
sister with a prospective livelihood through her 
voice, 1 would honestly trust her to Messrs. C. D. 
or W ., in preference to Signor Squarliari. And had 
I half a crown to cast away in hearing music, I 
should unhesitatingly feel that it was laying it out 
to the better advantage to take a place with" the 
gods" at Uarl Rosa's English opera, rather than at 
ninety-nine per cent. of the Italian and German 
opera performances given in this country .-National 
RPview. 

[What the English journal here says of music in 
England may well, with increased emphasis, be 
said of music in this country.-ED.J 

JOACHIM PARALYZED. 

HE latest European dispatches bring tid
ings that Joseph Joachim, the greatest of 
living violinists, has been stricken with 
paralysis. It is feared that he will never 
again appear in public. In respect of 
breadth of style and volume of tone, 
Joachim stood easily first and foremost 
among the violin virtuosos of the day. In 

the eethoven concerto he had no rivals, and in 
his own Hungarian concerto-a most difficult com
position-he was actually unapproachable. Dur
mg the last five or six years Joachim has been a 
changed man. In 1881 he was literally prostrated 
by a domestic sorrow; his wife, Frau Joachim, a 
songstress of Lieder of some repute, ran away from 
him, taking as her companion a Viennese music 
publisher named Simrock. But for the great grief 
that then overcame him he would probably have 
accepted an offer to visit America, proposals for a 
concert tour, with the co-operation of Mr. Thomas's 
orchestra, havingbeen made to him by the repre
sentative of the Musical Festival Association sent 
abroad to engage singers. Herr Joachim never 
quite recovered from the blow, and had he come 
hither, even within the last year or two, he would 
not have been heard at his best. 

K<ETTER'S HOTEL. 

4th and Elm Streets, St. Louis, Mo. 
d"'This Hotel is in the very center of the business portion of 

the clty,-Q 

Rooms, with or without Board. 

TABLE D'HOTE (UNSURPASSED) FROM 12:30 TO 

2 P.M. 

"V:I:TT ::B:"USS. 
llanufacturer of and Dealer in 

Beois aad S •es, 
~03 SOUTH FIFTH STREET, 

ST • .LOUIS, MO. 

BARREIRAS' 
PIANO WAREROOMS, 

1530 01i""Ve Street, 

ST. LOUIS, MO. 

PIANOS and ORGANS (new and second-hand) 
Bought, Sold, or Exchanged, Pianos for Rent-$2.50 
to $7.00 per month. 

H-A IRe REMOVED 
Permanently, root and branch, In five minutes, without pain, 
dlscolorntlon orlnjury with "l'llla Solvcne," Se:~le• 
J.lllfU~ra, 6e. Wilcox Specllle ()o,, PhllD!>t Pa. 

PALMER'S PIANO PRIMER. A clear, concise, and exhaus
tive work on the first principles of piano playing. Used 
and endorsed by America's greatest pianists. Price in 
boards, 75 cents. 

PALMER'S PRONOUNCING POCKET DICTIONARY OF 
Musical Terms. Price, 15 cents. 

"KING OF '!'HE SEA." A new song for Bass or Baritone. 
A charming concert piece. Price, 50 cents. For either of 
the above address 

H. R. PALMER, Lock Box 2RG, New York City. 

We herewith present Y.OU the valuable 
notice that we sell the so higlily celebrated El
dredge & Diamond Machines extremely cheap 
at retail in unoccupied terrritory. Sent on trial 
if desired. Special inducements and protection 
to good deah:rs. Liberal discount to ministers. 
Singer machines cheap. Circulars and infor
mation free. J. C. GEITZ, Gen'l West. Agent, 

1317 and 1319 North Market St., St. Louis, Mo. Mention this 
paper. 

DoN'T think that you are cut out for a musician merely be 
cause you have a pupil in your eye? 

SoMEHOW or other, everbody. sometime or ot~e~, wants to 
sing "Auld Lang Syne," and only one man in a m1lhon know;s 
the words; and he only knows the first verse, and he doesn t 
sing it right. 

"JuLIUS CESAR 1 " said the Eastern man to the Californian, 
as they stood beside the thermometer in the shade, ''but this 
is a most wonderful climate." 

"You bet; the greatest in the world." 
"It is hot, but I don't see that you can't stand boiling point 

out here" 
"Oh heat doesn't count in California." 
"Now in New York we melt with 103 in the shade-melt

you can1t get air-you can't get anything but heat." 
"That's a fact." 
"But look at this! Holy smoke I 185 degrees in the sJ:?.ad~1 and thick woolen clothes, and we're only ki_nd of perspirmg. 
"That's nothing. Water don't boil in Ca.llfornia until about 

600 degrees." , 
"One hundred and eighty-five degrees. If I hadn t seen it 

with my own eyes I wouldn't have believed it." 
Then the Californian took away the lighted cigar from the 

mercury bulb and they sat down to finish their beer. 
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SENT' JUST ISSUED F~~:' PBESST 
ON BECEll'T OF oag_y~~:~~~~1~rng FIFTEEN HUNDRED <tt>oo> ILLUSTRA

TIONS g~!Ntifuttl~ JEWELS, ART and SILVERWARE. 

6CENT& 
CENT& 

It contains valuable and interesting information about 
WEDDINGS, (Invitations and Anniversaries). 

PRECIOUS STONES (Significance and Corresponding Months). 
. ' SOLID SILVER WARES, (ThetrvalueandBeauty). 

FOR 

POSTAGE 
WHAT SHALL I BUY ·FOR A PRESENT, (F~~~~fs~~~)~e 
SILVER PLATED WARES, uf~!~~~~~~utFormsandmarvenously 
And many other features ALL MAN Kl N D and particularly LAO 1 ES 

DO NIT fill 
TO 

OBTAIN OHE. 

of great interest to to the • 
Bend SIX CENTS to cover postage and it will be promptly sent to you by 

MERMOD & JACCARD JEWELRY CO. 
Nos. 4011403 & 405 N.4th St., Cor. Locust, ST. LOUIS, MO. 

THERE ARE SIX FEATURES OF 

~~~~~~~~,, 
"----~-~~~~ ~-~ 

Great St. Louis Dry Goods House, 
ABOUT WHICH THE PUBLIC SHOULD KEEP FULLY INFORMED. 

1 t The fact that every article worn by woman is for sale under their roof. · 2t That full stocks of House Furnishing, House Decorating and Gents' Furnishing Goods are a specialty. 
3d That but one price, and that the very lowest is put upon all goods. 
•ui That this store is the most Central in St. Louis, and within but one or two blocks of any street railroad. 
lith: That customers are satisfactorily waited upon, and good!! delivered in half the time taken by any other large house 

in St. Louis. 
6th. That having 33 Stores (as follows) under one roof, they can and do guarantee the cheapest goods in St. Louis, viz.: 

Ribbon Store. Cloth Store. Flannel Store. 
Notion Store. Black Goods ~tore. Lining Store. 
Embroidery Store. Cotton Goods Store. Cloak and Suit ~tore. 
Lace Store. Linen Goods Store. Shawl Store. 
Trimming Stor~. Silk and Velvet Store. Un.derwear and 9orset Store. 
Gents' Furnishmg Store. Dress Goods Store. Children's Clothmg Store. 
Handkerchief Store. Paper Pattern Store. Quilt and Blanket Store. 
White Goods Store. Art Embroidery Store. Upholstery Store. 
Calico Store. House Furnishing Store. Millinery 1'3tore. 
Summer Suiting Store. Par~sol and Umbrella Store. Shoe Rtore. 
Gingham Store. Hosiery Store. Glove Store. 

Orders by Mall Receive Prompt Attention by Being Addressed to the 

WM. BARR DRY GOODS COMPANY, 
SIXTH, OLIVE TO LOCUST STUEETS, ST. LOUIS. 

CC>::El..:I?US LE.A.N.ABSOLUTELV HARMLESS 
will reduce fat at ~he r·ate of 19 to simpl11 stopping the FA 1'-pr·oduc-
~~{~~~:;r~f;:~l:YL~t'::~~~?~~~~ ! t in!l effects of food. 1'he supply 
for circulars covering testimoni betng stopped the natural wor·lc-
als. S. E. MARSH Co .. 2:J15 ing of the system draws on the 
.Madison Sq., Philadelphia, Pa. fat and at once reduces weight. 

JVST . OVT 
UNDER KUNKEL'S ROYAL EDITION, 

Koehler's Op. 50, in one book, Am~l!hons, Price, $1.25 
Heller's Op. 46, in two books, Each, 1.60 
loeschhorn's Op. 84, in three books, " 1.00 
Op. 65, in three books, " 1.00 
Op. 66, in three books, " 1.00 

REASONS FOR LEARNING .TO SING. 

HE following extract from Dr. William 
Byrd's quamt preface to his collection of 
"Psalms, Sonnets, and Songs of Sadnesse 
and Pietie," published in 1598, is of un
doubted interest, and its mingled wit and 
wisdom render it worthy of note of all who 
are not already acquainted with the great 
Elizabethan musician's curious volume. 

"Heasons brieflie set down by the auctor to per
suade everie one to learn to sing. 

"1. It is a knowledge easilie taught and guicklie 
learned, when there IS a good master and an apt 
scholar. 

'' 2. The exercise of singing is delightful to na
ture, and good to preserve the health of man. 

"a.· It doth strengthen all parts of the heart, and 
doth open the pipes. 

"4. It is a singular good remedie for a stuttering 
and stammering in the speech. 

"5. It is the best means to preserve a perfect 
pronunciation, and to make a good orator. 

"6. It is the only way to know where nature hath 
bestowed the benefit of a good voyce, which gift is 
so rare that there is not one amongst a thousand 
that hath it; and, in manie, that excellent gift is 
lost because they .,,·ant an art to express nature. 

"7. There is not any musicke of instruments 
whatsoever, comparable to that which is made of 
the voyces of men, where the voyces are good, and 
the same well sorted and ordered. 

"8. The better the voyce is, the meeter it is to 
honour and serve God therewith; and the voyce of 
man is chiefly to be employed to that end. Omnis 
spiritus laudet Dominum." 

" Since singing is so good a thing, 
I wish all men would learn to sing." 

_____ ..., ____ -Musical Society. 

POT AND KETTLE. 

I
HE American Musician calls attention to a 
case of "pot calling the kettle black " in 
the following terms: 

In its last issue the Courier published 
the following article under the head of 
"Impositions." 

The recent developments in an unpleasant series 
of divorce proceedings of the pre!!ent proprietor of 

a. monthly music publishers' advertising paper called the 
Keynote, disclosed a condition of affairs that calls for serious 
comment at this time. Mr. Prochazka, the proprietor, who is 
unhappily involved in these proceedings, swore that his 
paper, the Keynote, had two hundred subscribers. That is 
just about what this same paper had as a weekly publication 
while Frederich Archer was its editor, and yet the parties 
who conducted the paper then claimed a large subscription 
list and secured advertisements on the strength of their claim _ 
while Mr. Prochazka states in his Keynote that it has more 
circulation than any other musical paper-a statement too 
ridiculous to contemplate without producing risibility. The 
paid circulation of a newspaper is its very foundation, and 
yet on a fabric that had a financial ineome of less than $800 a 
year, Mr. Archer claimed circulation and influence. and on 
an income of less than $200 for circulation Mr. Proch11.zka 
makes slmliar outrageous claims. We are afraid that these 
gentlemen have been committing big frauds in their repre
sentations to advertisers, and the collap'!e of the Archer 
scheme and other newspaper schemes built upon similar 
evanescent plans are simply logical results of business ven
tures of that nature, if indeed they deserve this appellation. 

This is very beautiful reading in its way, but 
when Mr. W. H. Nicholl, who was at one time one 
of the editors of the Courier, stated the actual 
number of copies of that paper printed per week 
was but 720, and the charge was again and again 
printed in Freund's Weekly Music and Drama, the 
American Musician and other papers. and the pro
prietor of the Courier publicly challenged to refute 
it by publishing the affidavit of their printer as to 
the average circulation for a period of at least 
three months, they never dared and have not dared to 
this day meet the issue. Mr. Archer and Mr. Pro
chazka may have had a good deal of gall in trying 
to get business on the strength of the circulation 
of the Keynote, but. their gall was not a circum
stance to the gall of Otto Floersheim and Marc A. 
Blumenberg, who claimed for their paper a circula
tion of about sixteen times what it really was. 

OWING to the large increase in his business, Mr. Henry Kilgen 
has removed his church organ manufactory to the more com
modious building, No. 813 North Twenty-first street, where he 
has just finished several fine organs for leading churches, 
descriptions of which will be given in future issues. 

M. PAGRANNE, a. Paris musician, declares that piano playing 
degrades the whole science of music by bringing it down to a 
vulgar level. M. Pagranne must live next door to a family 
which includes seven daughters and two pianos. We don't 
believe he would be any better pleased if all the amateur 
piano players were to discard that instrument and wrestle with 
the accordion or bass drum. · 
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To accommodate a large number of buyers we will 
until further notice, sell new pianos on payments of 
$10 to $25 par month to suit purchaser. Our stock is 
c~refully selected and contains latest improved 
pianos of all grades, from medium to the best, in all 

st~les of Squares, Uprights, Cabinet Grands, Parlor 
G1 ands, and Concert Grands, from the factories of 
DECKER BROS., CHICKERING, HAINES STORY 
& CAMP, MA'l'HUSHEK, FISCHER AND o'THERS, 

IWXS\S$\1 
giving a variety to select from that can not be found 
in any ot~er house in the country. 

Every mstrument warranted. Catalogues mailed 
on application. 
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SPECilL NOTICE I 

ALL REGULAR AGENTS FOR 

It is a known fact that the snarehead of a drum, 
in order to respond to the slightest touch of the 
stick, should be very thin and have much less ten 
sion than the tough batterhead. To accomplish 
this was a problem, which remained unsolved 
until we invented our Duplex Drum, the heads of 
which are tightened separately. 

Send for Oircular and Price List. 

N. LEBRUN MUSIC CO. 

ST. LOUIS. MO. 

Reo!td ................................................................... 188 

COMICAL CHORDS. 

LIGHTNING recently struck a piano in Maine. The people in 
the h6use were not at all alarmed. '!'hey thought it was the 
young lady border practicing a new Wagner transcription, 

ON the train from Newark to New Yor,k: Hayseed-" Say, 
Mr . Conductor, does this train stop at Jersey City?" Conduc
tor-"Well if it don't there'll be the biggest smashup you ever 
saw." 

SoME skeptics are alleging that there is neither fire n0r brim
stone in Sheol; that the whole thing is a young woman play
ing the piano and that the crowd can't get away.-Louisville 
Courier. 

AFTER listening to a very discordant work'at a recent concert, 
Mrs. Malaprop asked what it was. "It is Wagner's 'Siegfried'," 
was the explanation; and then the worthy lady told her 
daughter that so tough a thing ought never to be "fried" but 
either boiled or stewed. 

KOETTER's Hotel Clerk to Chicago drummer-"What was 
that noise in your room?" C. D.-"Oh, I had to break the 
neck off a bottle I found there, as I couldn't draw the cork." 
"Why, the only bottle there was a hand-grenade." "Is that 
so? I thought the liquor was very mild." 

' ' YEs, dear children," said a Sunday school teacher, "with 
God nothing is impossible." "Can He make a thing a foot 
long with only one end to it?" inquired Bob by, who is a small 
but earnest Christian. "Now, Bobby,'' said the teacher with 
gentle reproof, "you are talking foolishly." "What's the 
matter with a dog's tail?" asked Bobby.-Boston Herald. 

A HANDSOllfELY-DRESSED young woman entered a crowded 
street car. A long-whisl<ered old fellow, wearing a dingy 
slouch hat and a suit of home-spun clothes, got up and said: 
·• Miss, take my seat. I don't look as well as these here gentle
men ''-nodding at several men-" but I've diskiverefl that 
I've got more politeness." The young woman sat down wi1h
out thanking the old fellow, and, slyly winking at a woman 
she knew, whispered: "How do you like my gallant country 
hoosier? Don't you thiuk that he would cut quite a figure in 
a dime museum?" "Miss," said the old fellow with a smile, 
which clearly bespoke his uuconscio11sncss of the unladylike 
ridicule, "I b'leve I lett my pocket- book thar on that seat. 
Will you please get up a minit ?" 'l'he younv woman got uv. · 
The old fellow sat down, and, stroking his whiskers remarked: 
"B'leve I'll jest keep on a settin' here, Miss. I stood up so 
much at the dime museum jest now, that I'm sorter tired. 
I've got a leetle more politeness than these here gentlemen, 
but I have diskiveted that I ain't got nigh so much sense.
At·kansaw T·raveler. 

Are provided with receipts, of which the 
adjoining cut is a fac-simile, save that in 
the regular receipts the firm signature of 
the publishers is not printed, but written 
in ink. Any one giving his subscription 
to a person not provided with these re
ceipts does so at his own risk, as the 
publishers WILL HONOR NONE OTHERS, 

unless they actually receive the ca~h ·for 
the subscriptions. 

$ ................ for one year's subscription to K1~nkel' s .Musical Review, 
commencing with .................................... 188 , Ending with ..................................... 188 
This Receipt is not good unless countersigned by the Publishers : 

....................................................................................................... _ 
A.g&nt. 
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